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The billion-dollar river restoration industry relies primarily on the concept of a freeflowing river to set restoration targets. However, rivers include natural barriers
such as beaver dams, wood jams, glacial deposits, and bedrock constrictions.
Following European colonization, most of these barriers were removed; some were
replaced with far more homogenous ones such as human dams and road crossings.
Although the biota intended to benefit from restoration evolved in rivers with
natural barriers in place, little is known about the functions of the barriers that have
been lost. Beaver dams—the subject of this dissertation—are just one type of the
many natural barriers that should be considered by river restoration efforts.
Chapter 2 presents a conceptual model of a river network that includes barriers,
generating the fundamental hypothesis that intact and failed barriers create patchy
features that store and release water and sediment. In chapter 3, a detailed
geomorphic comparison of free-flowing and impounded channels shows that beaver
dams decouple stream reaches, where distinct differences in adjacent channel
reaches are explained by the presence of beaver dams. Observations of fine
sediment deposits in steep reaches downstream of dams and of net sediment losses
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from old ponds support the hypothesis that beaver ponds store and release
sediment.
The hydrologic study of chapter 4 shows that the river channel through a beaver
meadow loses water during rain events and subsequently gains water during
recession, confirming the hypothesis of storage and release of water. Additional
water gains during storm recessions in excess of the volume lost during the events,
along with significantly lower runoff rates in the meadow channel during the events,
suggest additional storage and subsequent release of upland runoff by the meadow.
Chapter 5 examines summer water temperature at the streambed, which further
demonstrates the patchiness generated by the intact and failed beaver dams. A
distinct cold pool exists at a scour hole generated by a dam failure, and beaver dams
buffer water temperatures upstream. As chapter 6 concludes, this patchiness should
be further researched as a target for river restoration efforts where natural dams
cannot be directly restored.
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1. I NTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem statement
Billions of dollars are being spent across the United States on river restoration
projects (Bernhardt et al. 2005; Palmer et al. 2005). These projects aim to
remediate environmental damages such as excess sedimentation or erosion,
chemical pollutants associated with sediments, nonpoint source pollution, poor
water quality, and decreased habitat diversity and/or availability (National
Research Council 1992; Sear 1994). Although the intent of restoration is to return
"an ecosystem to a close approximation of its condition prior to disturbance”
(National Research Council 1992), our understanding of this pre-disturbance
system is often limited. If there is a defined condition, it is typically based on
perceived “undisturbed” or “reference” rivers (e.g., National Research Council 1992;
Richter et al. 1997; FISRWG 1998) that are in fact highly altered by recent and/or
modern anthropogenic activity (Ward et al. 2001; Wohl 2005). Although restoration
of pre-disturbance conditions is often impossible (e.g., Rhoads et al. 1999), it is
nonetheless necessary to understand the baseline conditions of a river before
selecting an appropriate design and employing restoration practices to remediate
the identified damages (Brierley et al., 2002; Fryirs, 2003; Jaquette et al., 2005;
Kondolf and Larson, 1995; Poole and Berman, 2001; Sear, 1994; Ward et al., 2001;
Wohl et al., 2005).
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The absence of known fluvial baselines is notable in Connecticut, where European
settlement and landscape alteration preceded serious examination of the river
systems there. Regional landscape alterations of the 17th and early 18th centuries
have included dramatic changes in forest cover and management (c.f. Cronon 1983),
extirpation of beaver (Naiman et al. 1988), and loss of in-stream woody debris (c.f.
Montgomery and Piégay 2003), among others. In particular, pre-colonial dominance
of beaver, recognized as an “ecological engineer” (sensu Jones et al. 1994), would
likely create conditions very different from the modern reference condition. By
providing a shifting mosaic of ponded, meadow, and free-flowing riverine habitats,
beaver dams create dramatically different hydrologic and sediment transport
regimes (Ives 1942; Hammerson 1994; Butler 1995; Burns and McDonnell 1998;
Gurnell 1998; Pollock et al. 2003), biogeochemical cycles (Naiman et al. 1986, 1994;
Cirmo and Driscoll 1993; Correll et al. 2000), and habitats (Snodgrass and Meffe
1998; Hägglund and Sjöberg 1999; Collen and Gibson 2000; Schlosser and
Kallemeyn 2000; Pollock et al. 2003; Rosell et al. 2005) than the modern freeflowing reference river.
The goal of this research is to begin quantification of baseline fluvial conditions in
northeastern Connecticut, focusing on channel morphology and hydrology in
streams with beaver dams. This work consists of the following three primary
components:
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•

Chapter 2: creation of a conceptual model that describes the impact of beaver
dams on river system functions and applies that understanding to river
restoration efforts.

•

Chapter 3: quantification of the impact of beaver dams on modern channel
morphology through evaluation of streams with and without beaver dams.

•

Chapters 4 and 5: quantification of the hydrologic impacts of beaver
meadows using surface hydrologic data (chapter 4) and Distributed
Temperature Sensing (DTS) data that allows interpretation of subsurface
hydrologic flow paths (chapter 5).

1.2 Background
A full description of the baseline fluvial aquatic ecosystem conditions requires
investigation of numerous disciplines far beyond the scope of one dissertation. Of
these, hydrology can be considered a “master variable” that controls aquatic
processes (Poff and Ward 1990; Richter et al. 1996; Naiman et al. 2000), and it
addresses the first suite of parameters to evaluate when assessing riverine
conditions (National Research Council 1992; Allan 1995; FISRWG 1998; Postel and
Richter 2003). Geomorphology can be considered secondly important in controlling
river processes (Sear 1994; Naiman et al. 2000; Palmer et al. 2005). Therefore, these
disciplines have been specifically selected for research.
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1.2.1 Hydrology
River system biogeochemistry and ecology depend on the natural flow regime
(sensu Poff et al. 1997), which includes the magnitude, timing, duration, frequency,
and rates of change of ecologically-significant flows such as droughts and floods,
mean monthly flows, and others. Since beaver dams increase surface storage and
groundwater recharge (Gurnell 1998; Pollock et al. 2003; Rosell et al. 2005; Jin et al.
2009), they have the potential to modify many components of the natural flow
regime.
Very low instream flows are one of the critical ecologically significant periods within
the natural flow regime. These periods are associated with high temperatures, lower
oxygen concentrations, and shrinking habitat, all of which create a bottleneck for
instream biota survival. During these times, baseflow is the water source for
instream habitat. Because beaver ponds increase groundwater tables—therefore
increasing the stored water available for release during baseflows—beaver dams
are expected to increase baseflows (Parker 1986; Hammerson 1994; Albert and
Trimble 2000; Westbrook et al. 2006).
There is limited research, however, to support the hypothesis that beaver dams
increase baseflows. The demonstrated increase in evaporation from beaver ponds in
humid temperate and subarctic climates (Reid 1952; Woo and Waddington 1990;
Burns and McDonnell 1998) could in fact decrease baseflows. Decreases in
downstream discharge have indeed been measured in temperate and subarctic
locations (Woo and Waddington 1990; Meentemeyer and Butler 1999; Correll et al.
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2000). Two of these studies (Woo and Waddington 1990; Meentemeyer and Butler
1999) measure discharge immediately downstream of the dam, and they do not
account for water entering the hyporheic zone and resurfacing further downstream
(White 1990; Lautz et al. 2006). Only Correll and others (2002) collect multi-year,
continuous data downstream from the dam. Their seasonal budget shows decreased
discharge in winter but no change during the lowest flow season, suggesting limited
to no beaver impact on baseflows. Overall, the limited literature requires
supplementation to interpret beaver impacts on baseflows in a humid environment
such as Connecticut.
At the other end of the flow regime, the storm flow hydrograph can also be modified
by beaver dams. In the one study conducted in a temperate climate similar to
Connecticut, Burns and McDonnell (1998) show that beaver ponds store water
during smaller storms but larger storms overwhelm the storage available. During
the larger storms, there is no discernible difference between rivers with and
without beaver dams. Studies in other climates show similar or greater effects. In
Colorado, for instance, Westbrook and others (2006) show that beaver ponds
increase the depth, extent, and duration of flooding on the 4th-order Colorado River.
In subarctic Canada, dams in poor condition with one or more holes decrease peak
flow rates and increase flood duration (Woo and Waddington 1990). Others also
suggest that beaver dams attenuate peak flow rates, although with limited data for
support (Parker 1986; Hammerson 1994; Pollock et al. 2003).
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Although the literature suggests that beaver ponds would provide hydrologic
storage for smaller storms, there is a theoretical possibility that beaver ponds could
in fact increase peak storm flow rates. This effect would be generated by an increase
in the saturated surface area caused by the stored water, which would increase
saturated overland flow (Dunne and Leopold 1978). This effect can be tested in part
by considering the results of Burns and McDonnell (1998), who use mineral and
isotopic tracers to trace water sources in storm runoff in the Adirondacks. Their
results show that the large majority of storm runoff is shallow subsurface flow
rather than overland flow. However, the possibility of increased storm flow rates
due to increased saturated surface area still bears consideration.
In general, the stored water behind a beaver dam will be released back to the river
channel, recharge groundwater (Hill and Duval 2009), or be lost to
evapotranspiration. The timing and nature of the release of stored water has
important ramifications for a river’s flow regime. Slow release back to the channel
dampens the storm flow hydrograph and may increase baseflows, as already
discussed. Sudden release due to catastrophic failure of a dam, on the other hand,
will have the opposite effect on storm flows by providing a pulse of water. This
effect is heightened when catastrophic dam failures occur in series, tremendously
increasing peak flood flow levels with unpredictable timing (Butler and Malanson
2005). The unpredictability of these events limits the ability of researchers to
quantify them. However, their relative absence in the literature should not be
construed as a lack of importance on the flow regime and the corresponding impact
on stream channel shape.
-6-

The non-catastrophic release of water from beaver ponds can follow a number of
flow paths. It may flow through the dam itself, since dams tend to be leaky due to
their construction (Müller-Schwarze and Sun 2003), an effect that is enhanced in
older and poorly maintained dams (Woo and Waddington 1990). It may also flow as
surface water around the dam, supporting riparian wetlands. Within these wetlands,
the water may recharge the riparian groundwater table, may be lost to evaporation
or transpiration, or may reenter the river channel (Westbrook et al. 2006). The
release of water from beaver ponds may also be below the ground surface. It can
flow beneath the dam as hyporheic flow in the streambed, as shown by White
(1990). It may also enter the groundwater table and flow downgradient (Lowry
1993). Lastly, it can be released laterally from the riparian groundwater table back
to the channel upstream of the beaver dam (Janzen and Westbrook 2011). Controls
on the flow path of stored water have not been quantified. Hydraulic conductivity of
the aquifers, the extent of anisotropy, the lateral extent of the valley or channel
confinement, and downgradient topographic relief all appear to be critical
parameters.
In general, the nature of the hydrologic budget for beaver ponds and meadows is
largely unknown save for a few case studies with some conflicting results and
numerous site-specific controls. Examination of other potential impacts of beaver
dams on a river’s flow regime—such as the timing, duration, frequency, and rates of
change of low and high flow events—are largely absent from the literature. An
understanding of the cumulative effects at the network scale is also totally
unknown. Further, despite the interest in the impact of beaver ponds on stream
-7-

hydrology, there has been no corresponding investigation of beaver meadows.
Clearly, there is much to be learned regarding the impact of beaver dams on river
network hydrology.
1.2.2 Morphology
The impact of beaver dams on river morphology may be best summarized in the
same words as their impact on the hydrologic regime: storage and release. In the
case of channel morphology, the key impact of beaver dams may be storage and
release of sediment in combination with the storage and release of water. Storage of
sediments in beaver ponds has long been recognized (e.g., Ruedemann and
Schoonmaker 1938; Ives 1942), where decreased water velocity enables beaver
ponds to act as sediment traps. Beaver excavation of soil near the pond to create
burrows and canals (Müller-Schwarze and Sun 2003) provides a source of
additional sediment to the pond (Butler 1995; Meentemeyer and Butler 1999; Bigler
et al. 2001). The result is the familiar beaver pond: wide, shallow, and full of soft,
impounded sediments. Once the pond is abandoned, the impounded sediments
support the subsequent beaver meadow complex (Ives 1942).
Release of sediments from beaver dams, on the other hand, is poorly represented in
the literature other than anecdotal accounts of mobilization following catastrophic
dam failure and one quantitative study in the U.S. Rockies (Butler 1989; Butler and
Malanson 2005). Nonetheless, as reviewed by Butler and Malanson (2005),
impounded sediments are released when beaver dams fail, and the power
associated with the flood wave of the failed dam is sufficient to mobilize very large
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clasts (>1m). Despite the sediment release during failure, most of the impounded
sediments remain stored behind the breached dam following the draining of the
pond during failure (Butler and Malanson 2005). These sediments are quickly
vegetated, and the dense root system of the herbaceous and shrub vegetation
protects the banks from further erosion (Smith 1976, 2007).
Some beaver dams do not fail at all. Instead, the pond fills in with sediment, leaving
only a channel winding through meadow vegetation that grows on top of the
impounded material. As with the meadow that forms following a breach in the dam,
most of the impounded sediments remain stored behind the dam and the dense
vegetation protects the sediments from erosion. As discussed in more detail in
chapter 3, the resulting channel shape within both of these types of beaver meadow
appears to be very different from a channel formed in free-flowing reaches.
Although the shape and sediment distribution of channels modified by beaver dams
have been qualitatively described in the literature, quantification is limited (see
chapter 3). The missing quantification becomes particularly important when
considering river restoration design, which typically relies on a reference reach to
determine design parameters. Although beaver ponds and meadows create essential
habitat and provide much-needed biogeochemical processes, river restoration
efforts primarily use the free-flowing channel type as a reference for design. If the
habitats and functions of beaver ponds and meadows are to be restored to our river
networks— in areas where restoration of beaver is impractical—then quantification
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of the impacts of beaver dams becomes essential to determine the reference reach
for restoration design.
Additional impacts of beaver dams on channel form include generation of new
channels or reactivation of old ones as the river creates alternative pathways
around the barriers (Woo and Waddington 1990; Butler 1995; John and Klein
2004). These channels can cross pre-dam drainage divides (Butler 1995; John and
Klein 2004). Overall, these channels increase the complexity of individual channels
and of the drainage network. Water diverted laterally by beaver dams also inundate
downstream riparian areas and support wetlands that, in the absence of the beaver
dams, would not exist due to insufficient water. The extent of the downstream
modifications often exceed the upstream extent (Westbrook et al. 2006). In general,
these impacts greatly increase patch diversity and heterogeneity along a stream
corridor (Naiman et al. 2000).
Since the large majority of a river network’s sediment load is supplied to headwater
streams (Bloom 1991), beaver modification of these streams could dramatically
alter the sediment budget of an entire drainage system. Although sediment
accumulation in a beaver pond can be rapid (e.g., Butler and Malanson 1995), the
amount of total accumulated sediment is minimal in comparison with network
scales. Total thickness of accumulated sediments in the U.S. Rockies are on the
order of 1-2m (Persico and Meyer 2009; Kramer et al. 2012; Polvi and Wohl 2012).
The apparent paradox of rapid rate but limited net accumulation can be resolved in
at least two possible ways, as follows: (1) Valleys have a limited capacity to store
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sediment accumulated within beaver ponds before they become “full”; modern
rapid accumulation rates are due to a rebound as beaver recolonize stream channels
incised into older beaver meadow sediments following near-extermination of the
animal; (2) Beaver ponds are in a continuous cycle of sediment accumulation,
release, and re-accumulation when the dams are built again.
In either case, there may be a corresponding impact on the network sediment
budget. In (1), the net sediment output is decreased for a short term while the
valleys refill with sediments as beavers recolonize. The sediment budget will return
to normal as the beaver dams become limited barriers to sediment transport. In (2),
the net sediment output has little change over the long term, but over the short term
the delivery and timing of the sediment changes. In this case, sediment output will
be more pulsed, with delivery in stochastic bursts that accompany dam failures.
Overall, the sediment budget for beaver ponds and meadows is largely unknown,
and totally unknown in the northeastern U.S. Of the work that has been done to date,
nearly all has focused on sediment accumulation with very little quantification of
beaver ponds as potential stochastic sediment sources. Further, the resulting
morphological impacts of beaver dams are descriptive in the literature, with a few
attempts at quantification of the processes and/or impacts (Butler 1995; Gurnell
1998; Meentemeyer and Butler 1999; Bigler et al. 2001). As with the impact of
beaver dams on the hydrologic regime, there is much to learn regarding the impact
of beaver dams on channel morphology.
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1.2.3 Implications
Beaver dam modifications of channel hydrology and morphology result in a cascade
of additional impacts, as discussed in chapter 2. For instance, the dams modify a
river’s biogeochemical regime and therefore affect pollutant remediation efforts.
Some notable biogeochemical impacts include the following: decreases in dissolved
oxygen and creation of reducing environments (Naiman et al. 1994; Johnston et al.
1995) and resulting denitrification (Correll et al. 2000; Margolis et al. 2001);
generation and storage of organic carbon and nitrogen (Naiman and Melillo 1984;
Naiman et al. 1986); and increases in acid-neutralizing capacity (Cirmo and Driscoll
1993; Margolis et al. 2001).
The resulting impact of beaver activity on instream ecology varies, with site-specific
implications for fish restoration. In general, free-flowing (lotic) communities are
replaced by slow-water (lentic) ones at the impoundment (Naiman et al. 1998).
Potential benefits to fisheries include the following (c.f. Collen and Gibson 2000;
Pollock et al. 2003): provision of summer and winter refugia in ponds; increased
habitat diversity and availability; provision of nursery habitat; and growth of larger
fish. Negative impacts can include loss of salmonid species due to conversion of
cold-water to warm-water habitat, blockage of fish migration, and decreased
spawning site availability. The impacts vary by site (Collen and Gibson 2000), and
an understanding of the hydrology and morphology is necessary for evaluation of
these impacts.
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1.3 Hypotheses
The broad hypothesis driving the hydrologic study design is that beaver dams
generate storage and subsequent release of water. Numerous detailed hypotheses
can be generated from this fundamental hypothesis. Specific null hypotheses are
that, in temperate forested watersheds, the beaver dams do not modify the
following: (H1) duration of small storm flows; (H2) magnitude of small storm flows;
(H3) duration and frequency of low flow events; and (H4) baseflow magnitude.
The fundamental hypothesis behind the morphologic investigation is that beaver
dams increase the spatial complexity of the river network by raising and later
decreasing the water level and by correspondingly storing and later releasing
sediment. The null hypotheses derived to test this broad hypothesis are that beaver
dams do not modify the following: (M1) sediment sorting; (M2) diversity of channel
form; and (M3) diversity of sediment size.
.
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2. CONCEPTUAL F RAMEWORK

2.1 Published article on “The river discontinuum: Applying beaver
modifications to baseline conditions for restoration of forested
headwaters”
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Table 2.1: Comparison of beaver and run-of-the-river human dams as an example
of human-built replacement of one type of preexisting discontinuity along the
river corridor

Figure 2.1: Examples of headwater segment types defined in this article
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Figure 2.2: Example of a dam removal approximately one week following removal.
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Figure 2.3: Example of beaver modification of a temperate forested headwater stream
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Figure 2.4: Examples of features along a river corridor on a
gradient from discontinuous to continuous
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Table 2.2: Comparison of discontinuities of beaver dams with the free-flowing condition
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of a hierarchical patch dynamics perspective of the forested headwater system
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Table 2.3: Segment component elements and their boundaries
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Table 2.4: Comparison of structure and function of headwater segment types
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Figure 2.6: Example of modification of the natural flow regime by beaver dams in a beaver-colonized network
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3. G EOMORPHIC I MPACTS OF BEAVER DAMS

A revised peer-reviewed version of this chapter has been published: Denise Burchsted
and Melinda D. Daniels. "Classification of the alterations of beaver dams to headwater
streams in northeastern Connecticut, U.S.A." Geomorphology (2013). DOI
10.1016/j.geomorph.2012.12.029.

Abstract
Of the many types of barriers to water flow, beaver dams are among the smallest,
typically lasting less than a decade and rarely exceeding 1.5 meters in height. They
are also among the most frequent and common obstructions in rivers, with a density
often exceeding ten dams per kilometer, new dam construction frequency of years,
and a historic extent covering most of North America. Past quantification of the
geomorphologic impact of beaver dams has primarily been limited to local impacts
within individual impoundments and is of limited geographic scope. In order to
assess the impact of beaver dams at larger scales, this study examines channel shape
and sediment distribution in thirty river reaches in northeastern Connecticut, U.S.A.
Of the three fundamental segment classes previously identified in river networks
colonized by beaver, the study reaches fall within the impounded and free-flowing
segment classes. The third segment class of meadow requires additional study. The
study reaches were sub-classified as free-flowing, valley-wide beaver pond, inchannel beaver pond, and downstream of beaver dam. The bankfull channel width
to depth ratios and channel widths normalized by watershed area vary significantly
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across the study reach classes (p=0.005, p=0.0005, respectively). Reaches modified
by beaver dams also have finer sediment distributions. This paper provides the first
quantitative geomorphic descriptions of the in-channel beaver pond and reaches
downstream of beaver dams. Given the different channel shapes and sediment
distributions, I infer that geomorphic processes are longitudinally decoupled by the
frequent barriers that control local base level. These barriers generate complexity
within a river network by greatly increasing the range of channel morphology and
by generating patches controlled by different processes. Therefore, in spite of the
small size of beaver dams in relation to continental scales, the cumulative effect has
the potential of modifying processes at larger spatial scales. To improve assessment
of the larger-scale impacts, I propose a hierarchical classification scheme based on
discontinuities, place the reach classes of this study within that scheme, and suggest
that further research should continue investigation of discontinuity at the network
scale and quantification of the cumulative impacts.
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Rationale
Many processes interrupt a channel’s progression toward the equilibrium inherent
in a graded river (sensu Gilbert 1877; Davis 1902), including those that add barriers
to water flow and result in local increases in base level (e.g., Mackin 1948; Leopold
and Bull 1979). The resulting river network is patchy across scales (Poole 2002). Of
the many types of barriers in river networks, beaver dams are among the smallest in
the temporal and spatial scales. Beaver dam longevities generally range from years
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to decades (Naiman et al. 1988; Wright et al. 2002), and dam heights rarely exceed
1.5 meters (m) (Gurnell 1998). However, beaver dams are also among the most
frequent obstructions to river flow. Beaver build new dams on the time scale of
years (Fryxell 2001), continuously disrupting the equilibrium of the short-term
“steady time” envisioned by Schumm and Lichty (1965). Beaver dams are also
ubiquitous, found at densities that often exceeds ten dams per kilometer (km)
(Pollock et al., 2003), and historically numbering in the tens to hundreds of millions
in pre-European North America (Butler and Malanson 2005). North of the Mexican
border, they were found in all North American biomes with the exception of
peninsular Florida, the arid West, and the arctic (Pollock et al. 2003). Therefore, in
spite of the small size of these features in relation to the continental scales of
geomorphology, the cumulative effect of their local modifications to the hydrologic
and sediment budgets (Butler 1995; Collen and Gibson 2000; Pollock et al. 2003;
Rosell et al. 2005) has the potential of modifying geomorphic processes at larger
spatial scales (Gurnell 1998).
Given the potential large-scale impacts, there is a need to document the
geomorphology of beaver dams, particularly when considering the applied practice
of river restoration. Although the nature of beaver ponds is well recognized, there is
limited quantification of the geomorphic impact of dam construction and that
quantification is primarily focused on the ponds themselves (Butler 1995; Butler
and Malanson 1995; Gurnell 1998; Meentemeyer and Butler 1999). Only three
studies address the larger scale, all of which are located in the U.S. Rockies (Persico
and Meyer 2009; Kramer et al. 2012; Polvi and Wohl 2012). Overall, the literature
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documenting geomorphological impacts of beaver dams in North America is limited
to the Pacific Northwest, Rocky Mountains, upper Midwest, and boreal Canada.
There is a need to both improve larger-scale understanding of beaver dam impacts
as well as to increase the geographic range of these studies.
There is also a need to classify channel types affected by discontinuities such as
beaver dams since classification improves fundamental understanding of impacts of
channel form on network processes (Schumm 1985). Burchsted et al. (2010)
propose a free-flowing – impoundment – meadow classification scheme where the
impoundments and meadows may be generated by beaver dams or other
discontinuities. I propose that evaluating these different categories in a network can
help assess water, sediment and nutrient budgets as well as the corresponding
habitat and fauna that are so important for sustainability of human society. In
contrast, most commonly used classification schemes (e.g., Schumm 1977; Rosgen
1994; Nanson and Knighton 1996; Montgomery and Buffington 1997) generally
focus on the subdivision of free-flowing channels that are typically in equilibrium.
Overall, the impounded and meadow channel types remain unrecognized at the
fundamental level in these schemes. Minor exceptions include Montgomery and
Buffington (1997, p602)—who include “forced morphologies” as a qualifier to apply
to their free-flowing reach categories such as “forced pool-riffle”—and channels
through meadows that have aggraded to a new equilibrium and can be classified
within the existing schemes. Stream evolution models describe the process by which
channels return to a graded form following a change in base level (e.g., Schumm
1993), however the intermediate channel types within this transition are generally
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not included in classification schemes. Further, these models rightly focus on
ultimate base level but they typically overlook changes to local base level. The
implications of mistakenly assuming a free-flowing, equilibrium condition is
demonstrated in part by Walter and Merritts (2008), who show that a well-known
meandering channel form description is a channel adjusting to a change in local base
level.
In order to address these needs, the objective of this study is to quantify the impacts
of beaver dams on channel form and sediment distribution in comparison with freeflowing reaches. This objective is set within the larger goal of classification of river
reaches that can be applied at the network scale. To do this, I test the null
hypothesis that, in our study streams in the northeastern United States, channel
form and sediment distribution in reaches dammed by beaver are the same as those
in reaches unmodified by beaver. I then place the newly classified channel reaches
within my previous hierarchical classification scheme of river networks (Burchsted
et al. 2010).
3.1.2 Factors influencing the impact of beaver dams
Beaver build dams out of a range of materials including wood, green vegetation,
impounded sediment, riparian soils, and stones ranging in size up to large cobbles
(Müller-Schwarze and Sun 2003). The dams are typically either set within existing
channel banks or they extend beyond the original channel to the valley wall (Pullen
1971). By acting as “a barrier across the path of the graded stream” that is rapidly
created (Mackin 1948, p496), these dams act as controls that increase local base
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level (Leopold and Bull 1979). For the purposes of this paper, the term base level
refers to “the theoretical limit or lowest level toward which erosion of the Earth’s
surface constantly progresses … the level below which a stream cannot erode its
bed” (Neudendorf et al. 2005). Therefore, the base level set by a beaver dam is the
height of the impounded water. Rapid increases in base level, such as due to dam
construction, cause aggradation upstream and degradation downstream of the base
level control (Mackin 1948; Leopold and Bull 1979).
Most beaver dams persist less than a decade (Gurnell 1998). If a dam fails
structurally, the resulting decrease in local base level generates downcutting that
moves headward through the impounded sediments. The dam may also remain in
place as the channel continues aggrading until it reaches a new equilibrium. In
either case, the riparian zone affected by the aggradation transitions to a wet
meadow with herbaceous vegetation growing on the previously impounded
sediments (Naiman et al. 1988). As described in numerous reviews (Gurnell 1998;
Collen and Gibson 2000; Pollock et al. 2003; Rosell et al. 2005; Burchsted et al.
2010), the impacts of beaver dam construction and failure include the following:
modification of the local hydrologic regime through storage and release of water,
increased evaporation from ponds, and altered flow paths; modification of the local
sediment budget by deposition and subsequent erosion during catastrophic failure;
modification of biogeochemical budgets and cycles through addition of nutrients
and generation of anoxic conditions that alternate with oxygenated reaches; and
creation of distinct habitat patches with very different species assemblages in
beaver-modified areas.
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The extent of beaver modification depends on the colony’s longevity. In this paper, I
use Bradt’s (1938) definition of a beaver colony as “a group of beavers occupying a
pond or stretch of stream in common, utilizing a common food supply, and
maintaining a common dam or dams.” Following this definition, the beavers in a
colony may live in one or more lodges built of wood and mud in the impoundment
and may also live in one or more burrows dug into the banks. Although they live in
close family units, all the beavers in a colony are not necessarily immediate family
(Crawford et al. 2008; Fischer et al. 2010). Where beaver colonies persist, the
beavers further modify the landscape beyond construction of a dam and creation of
an impoundment. These modifications can include the following: continued dam
construction, with three dams or more in a hundred-meter stream reach (e.g., Figure
3.1B); felling trees and importing wood from riparian or nearby upland zones for
lodge and dam construction and for storage as a winter food source (MüllerSchwarze and Sun 2003); generation of a sediment source into the impoundment
through the digging of canals, burrows, and the creation of slides (Meentemeyer et
al. 1998); and excavation of impounded sediment near lodges and submerged food
caches.
Although most beaver dams last less than a decade, a significant percentage of
beaver colonies can persist, such as 20% of the Appalachian colonies studied by
Fryxell (2001) that persisted beyond the 11-year study period. Beaver colony
longevity decreases with increasing channel gradient, and long-term persistence
requires both channel size sufficient to generate a pond when dammed as well as
water supply throughout the year (Howard and Larson 1985; Beier and Barrett
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1987; Gurnell 1998; Pollock et al. 2003) or a natural water body such as a lake
(Wright et al. 2004). Variables controlling water supply include climate (Persico
and Meyer 2009), drainage area, and soil type (Howard and Larson 1985). Sufficient
food is not necessary for beaver to establish a colony, however the amount and type
of food determine the colony’s size and longevity (Howard and Larson 1985; Beier
and Barrett 1987; Fryxell 2001; Smith and Tyers 2008).
3.1.3 Regional setting
This study is located within the northeastern uplands of Connecticut (Figure 3.1).
The study area has a relief of 225m, and is forested with a mix of coniferous and
deciduous trees. The free-flowing streambeds are primarily subangular to
subrounded gravel to cobble with occasional exposures of granitic gneiss or schist
bedrock. The channels generally fall within the plane bed classification
(Montgomery and Buffington 1997), with steeper reaches falling in the step-pool
and, occasionally, the cascade class. These streams are incised in valleys with thin
mantles of coarse ablation till.
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The climate is temperate, with strong seasonal variability in temperature. Mean
annual rainfall is 1300mm, with approximately equal distribution throughout the
year, and a mean annual runoff of 600mm/yr (Weiss and Cervione 1986). Floods
occur year-round. They are generated by rainfall in combination with snowmelt in
the winter and spring, local thunderstorms in summer, and tropical storms in late
summer and fall. Low flows occur during the late summer and early fall (Weiss and

Figure 3.1: Study reach locations
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Cervione 1986). Catchments with coarse meltwater deposits covering more than
20% of the area sustain higher baseflows than those with fewer meltwater deposits
(Armstrong et al. 2004).
The northeastern United States was densely populated by beaver prior to European
settlement. Beaver furs were so valuable to Europeans—and and so plentiful in the
European colonies—that their harvest and sale were primarily responsible for
financing the colonies (Dolin 2010). Nearly ten thousand beaver skins were shipped
from 1652-1658 out of a Springfield trading post, less than 40 miles from the study
area, with additional nearby trading sites in Windsor and Hartford (MüllerSchwarze and Sun 2003). The insatiable appetite for beaver fur led to the
extirpation of beaver from the east coast by 1675 (Thorson 2009).
Native Americans also trapped beaver prior to European settlement (Dolin 2010).
The extensive beaver populations of the 17th century may have been anomalously
high, following the loss of more than 90% of the Native American population to
disease spread by the earliest European contact (Mann 2005). Historical research
by Mann (2005) strongly suggests that wildlife populations increased rapidly as the
land was depopulated of the native people.
Regardless of the pre-European history, beaver were undoubtedly extirpated from
the region in the 17th century. They were reintroduced by wildlife managers in the
early 20th century. The first pair of beaver were released in 1914 in Union,
Connecticut (CTDEP 2000), in the north of the study area. Beaver populations have
since dramatically expanded in the state, with no suitable stream left uncolonized.
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The State of Connecticut currently permits the harvest of beaver in state forests by
licensed trappers, and manages colonies outside of the state forests on a case-bycase basis (CTDEP 2000).
Human management has also modified the study landscape at large. Recent history
includes near-total deforestation for crops, pasture, and fuel, with forest
regeneration beginning approximately 150 years ago (Cronon 1983). The rivers in
the study area have presumably been straightened as part of the agricultural
development that accompanies settlement (e.g. Mattingly et al. 1993). I expect that
pre-European longitudinal discontinuities have been primarily removed and that
some have been hardened by construction of dams and roads, in-stream large wood
loads have been reduced or eliminated (Costigan and Daniels in press), and the
productive bottomlands have been converted to agriculture, similar to the recorded
histories of western rivers (e.g., Lichatowich 1999; Wohl 2005).
3.2 Methods
To test the hypothesis that beaver dams alter the shape and sediment distribution of
channels, I compared channel shape parameters and sediment distribution in freeflowing reaches and in reaches modified by beaver dams in the summers of 2008 –
2010. Each reach was classified as free-flowing, valley-wide beaver pond, in-channel
beaver pond, or downstream of beaver dam (Figure 3.2). The following section
describes the study reaches and classification and the subsequent section describes
the data collection.
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Figure 3.2: Examples of reach classes
A—free-flowing channel (FF). B—plan view of downstream of beaver dam (DD) with
multiple channel threads (arrows). Flow is to the south. Thick white lines: beaver dams;
light grey lines: edges of beaver pond & meadow; dark grey lines: channels; white arrows:
side channels downstream of beaver dam. C—downstream of beaver dam (DD) main
channel; D—valley-wide pond (VWP) with beaver dam (white arrow); E—in-channel
beaver pond (ICP) downstream of D.
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3.2.1 Study site and channel reach classification
The thirty study reaches are located on four low order (<4) headwater streams in
the study area (Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1). All reaches are located in nearly entirely
forested catchments with minimal modern human impact. Although woodlots are
currently actively harvested in the area, no significant visible logging has occurred
within the catchments of the study sites. Many study reaches are set within state
forest property boundaries, where beaver harvest is permitted without limit in
winter months by state-licensed trappers. Reaches 4.011–4.22 are located within
the Yale-Myers Forest, where beaver trapping is not permitted under any
circumstances.
The study reaches drain catchments from 0.25-52.15 km2 in size (Table 3.1) with
valley gradients ranging from 0.1 to 4.8%. The catchments draining to all of the
study reaches have limited meltwater deposits and fall within the low baseflow
class. Each reach is approximately 100m in length, with the upstream and
downstream limits set by geomorphic features such as bedrock constrictions,
changes in gradient, or beaver dams. I assigned each reach to one of four classes
based on the nature of modification by beaver dams, as described below.
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Table 3.1: Study reach properties
Reach

Stream

Reach

Catchment

Active

ID

name

class

size (km2)

beaver order slope (%) channels vegetation

1.00 Fenton River

FF

51.6

--

4

1.0

0

f

1.01 Fenton River

FF

52.2

--

4

0.1

0

f

1.02 Fenton River

ICP

23.2

yes

3

0.7

1

h

1.03 Fenton River

FF

47.1

--

4

1.1

3

f

2.01 E Br Mount Hope

DD

7.5

no

3

0.3

3

f

2.02 E Br Mount Hope

FF

8.0

--

3

0.1

0

f

2.04 E BR Mount Hope

DD

5.9

no

3

3.7

3

f

2.06 E Br Mount Hope

FF

2.2

--

2

1.6

0

f,s

2.07 E Br Mount Hope

ICP

3.0

no

3

1.4

2

s

2.08 E Br Mount Hope

VWP

3.0

no

3

0.8

0

s

FF

0.2

--

1

4.8

0

f

4.010 Branch Brook

VWP

0.2

no

3

2.7

0

f

4.011 Branch Brook

FF

0.2

--

3

2.7

0

f

4.02 Branch Brook

DD

2.6

no

3

4.3

6

f

4.04 Branch Brook

FF

2.4

--

3

1.1

0

f,h

4.05 Branch Brook

ICP

2.4

no

2

1.0

1

h,f

4.06 Branch Brook

VWP

1.8

no

2

0.2

0

s,f

4.07 Branch Brook

VWP

1.8

no

2

0.8

0

h

4.10 Branch Brook

DD

4.3

yes

3

3.3

3

s,h

4.11 Branch Brook

VWP

4.3

no

3

0.2

0

s,f

4.12 Branch Brook

DD

7.2

no

3

1.5

6

h,f

3.01 Charter Oak

Strm

Valley

# of side

Riparian

Brook
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Reach

Stream

Reach

Catchment

Active

ID

name

class

size (km2)

beaver order slope (%) channels vegetation

4.14 French East

VWP

0.6

yes

1

0.1

0

s,f

4.15 French East

ICP

0.6

yes

1

0.7

0

h,s

4.16 Branch Brook

ICP

1.8.

yes

2

0.4

1

h

VWP

0.5

yes

1

0.1

0

f

4.18 Branch Brook

DD

4.7

yes

3

1.8

5

s,h

4.19 Branch Brook

VWP

4.7

yes

3

0.5

0

f,s

4.21 Branch Brook

VWP

1.8

no

2

0.2

0

f,s

4.22 Branch Brook

FF

2.5

--

3

4.0

0

f

4.17 French East

Strm

Valley

# of side

Riparian

Reach class abbreviations: FF—Free-flowing; ICP—In-channel beaver pond; DD—Downstream of
beaver dam; VWP—Valley-wide beaver pond. Riparian vegetation abbreviations: f—forest; s—shrub;
h—herbaceous.

Free-flowing. The free-flowing (FF) river class applies to the unobstructed alluvial
headwater channel that is most commonly used as a reference for river restoration
(FISRWG 1998). This stream type can be further classified into additional categories
(e.g., Montgomery and Buffington 1997), which is not necessary for the sake of this
study. The reaches in this study category have high to saturated oxygen levels, a
high percentage of coverage by the forested canopy, a large mineral substrate that
decreases in size with distance downstream, and a small width that increases with
distance downstream, in accordance with the ideas of the River Continuum Concept
(RCC; Vannote et al. 1980). Although theoretical work subsequent to the RCC has
added complexity to the headwater network (e.g., Montgomery 1999; Benda et al.
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2004), this reach class falls entirely within the headwater characteristics described
by the RCC.
Valley-wide beaver ponds. Beaver dams that extend beyond the stream banks to the
valley wall create valley-wide beaver ponds (VWP). These ponds frequently have
standing dead wood from the forest flooded by the beaver dam. These reaches are
low-velocity, depositional reaches, often with hypoxic water and sediments (Naiman
et al. 1988; Snodgrass and Meffe 1998), and can be subclassified according to age
and dam condition (Pullen 1971; Woo and Waddington 1990; Snodgrass and Meffe
1998). Beaver dams are often leaky, with the amount of water leaking through the
dam increasing with age. In addition, vegetation often grows on the leaky older
dams, forcing the stream to flow entirely through lushly vegetated organic matter
for several meters. Various types of incomplete breaches may occur before the dam
fails (Woo and Waddington 1990), decreasing water levels in the impoundment.
In-channel beaver ponds. In-channel beaver ponds (ICP) are created by beaver dams
limited to the bankfull channel. ICPs frequently occur in series, with each pond
extending to the face of the next dam upstream and a valley-wide beaver dam
forming the upstream limit of the series. In-channel dams appear to be constructed
with less effort than valley-wide dams, with fewer materials overall and with less
mud on the upstream face resulting in a leakier structure and a higher failure rate.
ICPs range from several meters to tens of meters in length and are often set within
wet meadows. The meadow vegetation may be growing on previously impounded
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sediments or may be supported by the associated raised groundwater table. In
either case, the riparian zone is typically lushly vegetated.
Downstream of beaver dams. Valley-wide beaver dams appear to modify the reaches
downstream of these dams (DD). In some cases, these reaches are impounded by
smaller in-channel beaver dams, and would be classified as in-channel beaver ponds
(ICP: see above). Where the reach is not impounded, the channel downstream of the
dam has a multi-channeled morphology with numerous channel threads that
converge some distance downstream (Woo and Waddington 1990; John and Klein
2004; Westbrook et al. 2006; Polvi and Wohl 2012).
Note that, for any given network, the above reach classes are approximately 100m
in length and can be hierarchically set within segment classes that are hundreds to
1000m in length. In a network colonized by beaver, the three main segment classes
described by Burchsted et al. (2010) are free-flowing, impoundment, and meadow.
In the case of this study, the FF and DD reach classes fall within the free-flowing
segment class, and VWP and ICP fall within the impounded segment class. To
generate a sample size sufficient for statistical analysis, reaches falling within the
beaver meadow segment class were not included in the study. These reaches
require further study.
3.2.2 Data collection and analysis
Within each study reach, several cross-sections were surveyed using standard rod,
level, and tape techniques. Surveyed points included the following: top of bank for
both banks, point of dominant discharge on each bank if this point was different
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from the top of bank, active channel edge for both banks, channel thalweg, two
central points located one-third and two-thirds of the way across the active channel,
and one point in the center of the active channel. For the purposes of this study, the
top of bank is defined as the break in slope from the channel bank to the terrace or
valley floor. In contrast, the point of dominant discharge “reflects the adjustment of
channel geometry to imposed conditions” (Knighton 1998 p162) and was assessed
in the field using evidence of regular inundation such as absence of living tree roots
and evidence of regular fluvial mobilization (erosion or deposition) of sediments. In
this study, the dominant discharge value is used to define channel bankfull
geometry in reaches where this no clear break in slope at the top of the channel
banks. This is particularly necessary in entrenched and impounded reaches. Channel
reaches undergoing active incision have dominant discharge points set within the
banks as defined by the top of banks. The active channel edge—used in evaluation of
instream habitat (e.g., FISRWG 1998)—follows Wilkins and Snyder (2011), where
the active channel is located at the break between emergent aquatic vegetation and
riparian grasses and herbaceous vegetation.
At each surveyed point, the substrate clast size was visually categorized. Percent
embeddedness of coarse substrate was visually estimated in cases where sand or
finer substrate less than 3cm in depth overlaid a coarser material. If the overlying
fine substrate was present along the cross-section for at least one meter and was at
least 3cm in depth (a situation particularly common in, but not limited to,
impounded reaches), that material was considered the substrate. If the streambed at
a point was considered embedded, the underlying clast size was recorded as the
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main substrate. The size of the embedding material was recorded as a secondary
substrate type. Cumulative sediment distributions were determined for each reach
based on all substrate observations in that reach. Sediment distributions were
further determined for each reach class based on combined observations for all
reaches in that class. In cases of embedded substrate, both the fine and coarse clast
sizes were included in the sediment distributions.
Ground measurements of channel morphology were complicated by certain
circumstances. In valley-wide ponds, channel bed elevations were recorded as depth
from the water surface, and active channel widths were determined from aerial
images. In these cases, field measurements were taken to determine the distances
between the active channel edge and the dominant discharge channel. In reaches
with mid-channel alluvial bars set within the bankfull channel, the active channel on
each side of the bar was surveyed separately. The active channel parameters at
those cross-sections were determined by considering the whole stream to be a
composite of the two channels on each side of the bar (e.g., active stream width
equals the combined active width of the two channels). In locations where the
channel was multi-threaded, with incised bankfull channels separated by vegetated
glacial till, stream parameters were determined from the main channel thread alone.
Where the channel banks were vertical, both the elevation at the top and bottom of
the bank was measured and the higher elevation was used to calculate channel
depth. Where the substrate was unconsolidated and soft, common in the highly
organic sediments in impoundments, two elevations were also recorded. The higher
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elevation, corresponding to the estimated top of sediment, was used for calculation
of morphology parameters.
Active and bankfull widths were calculated for each cross-section (Table 3.2). Active
and bankfull depths were calculated by subtracting the thalweg elevation from the
active and bankfull elevations. The depths for both banks at each cross-section were
averaged to determine the corresponding depth at that cross-section. These values
were used to determine width to depth ratios (w:d) and width normalized by the
square root of the catchment area (w/sqrt(A)). The square root of the catchment
area was used to normalize channel widths in order to accommodate the two orders
of magnitude spanned by the range of catchment areas for the study reaches. These
values were calculated for each cross-section, and the mean value was calculated for
each reach.
In addition to the survey data, the number of side channels was recorded at each
cross-section. A total count was generated for each reach where side channels that
connected cross-sections were only counted once. Riparian vegetation type for each
side of the channel was classified as forest, shrub or herbaceous. GPS readings and
digital photographs were also taken at each study reach. The GPS points were
imported into ArcGIS 10.0. The catchment for each reach was delineated in the GIS
by modifying existing subregional basin boundaries (CT DEP 1988) as needed,
based on the 10ft (3.048m) contours of the 1:24000 USGS topographic maps. The
resulting catchment area was calculated for each reach. Valley gradient for each
reach was calculated in the GIS from LiDAR point clouds with 60.1m (20ft) postings
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(Meyer 2008). When a study reach contained a beaver dam, the elevation below the
dam and above the impoundment was used to calculate reach slope.
The data were used to test the null hypothesis that channel form and sediment are
indistinguishable between all reach types. I used the calculated channel width,
depth, and w:d values as parameters of channel shape. I controlled for common
parameters responsible for channel morphology in the following ways: controlling
land cover and sediment supply by choosing study reaches within forested
catchments with well-developed forest soils over a thin layer of coarse ablation till
and shallow granitic metamorphic bedrock; by using dimensionless parameters in
morphology analysis as a control for catchment size; and including valley slope in
our analysis as a controlling variable. I compared whole populations of one reach
class with another by comparing mean values for each reach, where the derived
parameter for each cross-section was averaged across the reach. I used mean reach
values in order to minimize the dependence of the samples on each other while
improving the representation of each reach with multiple cross-sections. I used
ANOVA tests of differences between means of multiple groups, t-tests of differences
between means of two groups, and F-tests of equality of variances to determine
statistical difference in channel shape between populations at significance levels of
0.05 and 0.10.
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3.3 Results
Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 show the reach characterization data and the composited
channel shape parameters for each reach. Although slope varies significantly across
reach classes (Figure 3.3, p=0.06), it is not correlated with channel morphology
(Figure 3.4). The poor correlation between valley slope and channel shape improves
somewhat when only the FF class is considered, however slope remains a poor
predictor even under those
Figure 3.3: Channel reach properties

circumstances. Although channel

A—histogram of side channel count according to

geometry does not correlate with

reach type; B— valley gradient across reach types
(ANOVA F(3,24)=2.84, p=0.06).

valley slope, the reach classes have
significant differences in mean bankfull
w:d (p=0.005) and w/sqrt(A)
(p<0.001) (Figure 3.5), rejecting the
null hypothesis that reach channel
form is the same regardless of beaver
modification. Comparisons for the
active channel were less conclusive
than for the bankfull channel. There is
a significant difference between
channel types for w/sqrt(A) (p=0.01)
for the active channel, but not for w:d
(p=0.42).
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Table 3.2: Channel cross-sectional shape for each study reach
Site

Reach

ID

class

1.00

1.01

FF

FF

Bankfull channel
width (m)
N/A

14.2

depth (m)
N/A

1.20

Active channel
w:d

width (m)
N/A

12.0

(12.1, 15.2) (1.10, 1.20) (10.6, 12.8)
1.03

FF

14.9
(13.9, 16.4)

2.02

FF

11.9
(11.2, 12.7)

2.06

FF

14.9
(14.9, 14.9)

3.01

FF

4.7
(3.7, 5.6)

4.011

FF

12.4
(9.4, 18.3)

4.04

4.22

2.01

FF

FF

DD

0.9

depth (m)

w:d

12.8

0.50

28.1

(10.7,14.9)

(0.30,0.80)

(15.9,35.1)

13.9

0.80

16.9

(11.2, 15.2) (0.80, 1.00)

(11.6, 19.5)

17.9

13.5

0.4

33.9

(0.6, 1.0) (14.6, 22.7)

(12.2, 15.6)

(0.3, 0.5)

(29.1, 40.2)

18.2

10.7

0.4

34.5

(0.5, 0.8) (13.8, 23.9)

(10.1, 11.1)

(0.2, 0.5)

(20.9, 51.5)

34.6

2.8

0.2

15.6

(0.4, 0.4) (34.6, 34.6)

(2.8, 2.8)

(0.2, 0.2)

(15.6, 15.6)

N/A 1

N/A 1

N/A 1

14.5

3.9

0.2

20.4

(0.7, 1.1) (12.7, 17.4)

(3.0, 5.0)

(0.2, 0.2)

(20.0, 20.9)

0.7

0.4

0.2

30.3

(0.1, 0.2) (28.2, 32.4)
0.8

5.0

1.0

7.6

3.9

0.8

13.1

(2.6, 7.9)

(0.6, 1.9)

(1.4, 14.3)

(2.2, 6.3)

(0.2, 1.7)

(1.3, 26.2)

4.0

0.5

7.4

2.8

0.1

22.9

(3.2, 4.8)

(0.4, 0.7)

(6.9, 7.9)

(1.9, 3.8)

(0.1, 0.2)

(18.7, 26.2)

8.9

0.8

11.3

8.0

0.4

40.1

(6.4, 10.5)

(0.5, 1.1)

(9.2, 14.3)

(5.8, 10.2)

(0.1, 0.8)

(13.4, 83.0)
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Site

Reach

ID

class

2.04

4.02

4.10

4.12

DD

DD

DD

DD

Bankfull channel
width (m)

DD

VWP

VWP

(7.4, 22.8)

(0.5, 1.1)

(9.3, 46.5)

(4.1, 9.7)

9.2

1.1

8.4

4.0

0.4

13.7

(7.3, 11.5)

(0.9, 1.7)

(6.8, 10.0)

(2.8, 5.0)

(0.2, 0.7)

(7.7, 17.2)

4.0

0.5

8.3

2.4

0.1

29.4

(3.7, 4.2)

(0.4, 0.6)

(6.6, 9.7)

(2.0, 2.8)

(0.1, 0.2)

(14.6, 40.6)

14.9

0.8

20.2

7.7

0.4

19.6

(0.5, 1.0) (16.7, 25.9)

(4.4, 10.9)

(0.2, 0.6)

(14.0, 23.8)

43.2

5.4

0.2

29.5

(0.4, 0.8) (13.6, 78.5)

(3.1, 9.0)

(0.1, 0.3)

(13.0, 51.3)

21.6

11.5

1.1

9.8

(0.9, 1.6) (16.5, 26.7)

(4.8, 22.0)

(0.8, 1.4)

(6.0, 15.7)

15.4

9.7

0.7

13.4

(0.7, 1.1) (13.4, 17.4)

(4.3, 15.3)

(0.6, 0.8)

(7.8, 19.6)

61.0

94.6

1.5

64.7

(1.4, 1.9) (46.8, 68.5)

(88.8, 98.9)

(1.3, 1.8)

(49.3, 74.0)

16.0

4.5

0.3

16.4

(0.6, 0.9) (11.5, 19.5)

(3.8, 5.6)

(0.2, 0.4)

(10.5, 23.7)

22.6

10.6

1.4

8.3

(1.4, 2.3) (14.6, 31.3)

(4.5, 17.7)

(1.1, 1.9)

(3.8, 16.1)

30.8

25.6

13.9

VWP

95.6
(88.9, 101.6)

4.07

VWP

12.3
(10.8, 14.4)

4.11

VWP

38.9
(23.3, 49.7)

0.6

1.2

0.9

1.6

0.8

1.8
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0.2

w:d

6.5

(9.6, 18.3)
4.06

depth (m)

22.3

(18.1, 34.8)
4.010

width (m)

0.7

(5.0, 62)
2.08

w:d

13.3

(13.8, 17.1)
4.18

depth (m)

Active channel

65.7

(0.1, 0.2) (18.9, 149.0)

Site

Reach

ID

class

4.14

VWP

Bankfull channel
width (m)
85.9
(51.2, 128.3)

4.17

VWP

99.2
(84.2, 114.2)

4.19

VWP

80.4
(61.3, 96.8)

4.21

VWP

75.5
(57, 96.2)

1.02

2.07

4.05

4.15

4.16

1

ICP

ICP

ICP

ICP

ICP

depth (m)
1.5

Active channel
w:d

width (m)

58.9

84.0

(1.3, 1.8) (28.0, 90.7)

(51.0, 123.0)

1.3

depth (m)

w:d

1.4

64.6

(1.2, 1.7) (30.6, 100.4)

79.4

83.8

1.1

79.1

(1.3, 1.3) (67.4, 91.4)

(77.5, 90.0)

(1.0, 1.1)

(69.5, 88.7)

54.0

13.1

1.3

10.1

(1.3, 1.7) (37.2, 74.5)

(7.2, 22.2)

(1.1, 1.5)

(5.5, 15.3)

46.1

62.7

1.7

46.3

(1.2, 2.5) (29.1, 79.5)

(41.5, 75.1)

(0.9, 2.5)

(24.1, 85.8)

1.5

1.9

7.7

0.9

8.4

7.7

0.6

12.3

(7.2, 8.4)

(0.8, 1.0)

(8.0, 8.8)

(7.2, 8.4)

(0.5, 0.8)

(10.9, 14.2)

4.8

0.4

10.2

2.1

0.1

27.6

(2.5, 7.0)

(0.4, 0.5)

(6.2, 14.2)

(1.0, 3.3)

(0.0, 0.2)

(16.7, 38.4)

6.1

0.6

10.2

3.0

0.1

24.5

(5.1, 7.4)

(0.4, 0.8)

(8.3, 12.8)

(2.4, 4.0)

(0.1, 0.2)

(15.7, 33.0)

12.3

1.0

13.3

9.6

0.5

17.5

(8.9, 17.2)

(0.9, 1.1)

(8.4, 20.0)

(6.6, 14.8)

(0.4, 0.6)

(13.7, 24.0)

12.6

0.9

13.6

8.1

0.5

16.1

(9, 18.3)

(0.6, 1.2)

(9.5, 15.7)

(7.9, 8.2)

(0.4, 0.6)

(14.3, 19.5)

Intermittent stream with no active channel

Notes: Values in parentheses are minimum and maximum values for each reach. See text for
definition of active channel. See Table 3.1 for reach class abbreviations.
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The channel shape of the FF reach class was also compared separately with each of
the other three reach classes. Bankfull w:d for both VWP and ICP, but not for DD, is
statistically different from the free-flowing channel (FF vs.: DD p=0.4, VWP p=0.009,
ICP p=0.05), and w/sqrt(A) is different only for VWP (FF vs.: DD p=0.2, VWP
p=0.003, ICP p=0.5). The active channel, on the other hand, is essentially
indistinguishable between FF and other classes. Only VWP w/sqrt(A) has a
significantly different mean. Tests of variation in channel shape show significant
Figure 3.4: Cross-section morphology parameters vs. valley gradient
Legend at top applies to all graphs. Trendlines and R2 values apply to linear regressions on
ln(valley gradient) for all combined points and for FF class.
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differences. I expected to find greater variation in the reaches modified by beavers.
As expected, every parameter examined for VWP has greater variation than FF
(Figure 3.5). The DD class has greater variability for both active w:d and bankfull
w/sqrt(A). Surprisingly, the only finding for ICP is decreased variance in bankfull
w:d.

Figure 3.5: Reach morphology based on means of cross-sections measured for each reach
Boxes show 2nd and 3rd quartiles, with whiskers showing maximum and minimum values. Dashed
grey lines separate FF class from the other classes being compared with it. Labeled boxes have
statistically significant differences from FF class as determined by pairwise t-tests (p<0.1): m—
significantly different means between reach types; v—significantly different variance of means
between reaches; *—modifier indicates greater significance (p<0.05).
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To examine the local effects of the dams, which I expected to dissipate with distance
from the barrier, I compared channel shape across reaches at certain locations
(Table 3.3).
Table 3.3: Channel shape along the study reaches
Upstream

Central

Downstream

Stat
FF

DD

VWP

ICP

FF

DD

VWP

ICP

FF

DD

VWP

ICP

Bankfull w:d
ANOVA: F(3,22)=7.7, p=0.001
mean
σ

ANOVA: F(3,22)=5.2, p=0.007

ANOVA: F(3,20)=4.9,p=0.01

14.9 15.9

56.4

9.0

18.0 11.7

36.5

10.8

12.4

19.1

34.3

14.3

5.9 15.6

34.5

1.9

11.2

3.0

22.3

3.6

4.5

11.6

16.5

4.7

8

5

8

6

7

5

6

6

8

4

n

7

6

Active w:d
ANOVA: F(3,23)=1.14, p=0.35
mean
σ
n

ANOVA: F(3,23)=0.46, p=0.71

ANOVA: F(3,22)=1.31, p=0.29

21.4 41.7

48.8 22.3

25.2 19.7

25.9

15.6

19.7

37.0

30.0

19.4

9.0 53.1

41.4 12.5

15.9

6.1

27.4

3.1

10.7

27.6

19.7

5.8

8

6

8

5

8

6

8

4

8

6

8

5

Bold and underlined values—significantly different when compared with FF reach class, p<0.05.
Underlined values not bold—p<0.1 when compared with FF reach class.

Variance in bankfull w:d for a given cross-section location is significantly different
from the FF type in every case except the ICP downstream cross-section. As
expected, VWP is both more variable than FF and has larger w:d ratios at all
locations along the reach. The same is true for DD reaches for the upstream and
downstream channel locations. Surprisingly, however, the DD central transects have
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very low variability. Given the high levels of variability in the other locations for
these reaches, the net result for the reach class as a whole is equivocal. The
significantly greater variability at the upstream cross-section, which is immediately
downstream of the beaver dam and is typically a multi-thread channel, is likely a
true positive given the complexity of the channel at these locations. Unlike the
equivocal finding in DD variation, ICP has lower variability of bankfull w:d in two of
the three cross-section locations. This is consistent with the lower overall variability
in ICP versus FF reaches. Similar to the results of reach comparisons using averaged
cross-section data, active channel w:d results show no significant difference across
channel types. Although there are some scattered significant results when individual
channel types are compared with FF (Table 3.3), these results do not provide a
coherent pattern.
The channel bed sediment distributions for the four reach types also show distinct
differences (Figure 3.6). Unsurprisingly, VWP has much finer sediment than FF, with
essentially no overlap between the VWP reach with the coarsest sediment and the
FF reach with the finest sediment. The DD class, on the other hand, is very similar in
sediment size to FF, with greater occurrence of fine sediments. This contradicts the
expectation that DD sediments would be coarser due to the steeper valley gradient
of these reaches (Figure 3.3). Lastly, the ICP class is distinct from the other channel
types, overlapping both the coarse end of the range of VWP and the fine end of the
range of FF. This is consistent with the interpretation that the ICP class consists of a
mix of depositional and erosional patches.
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Figure 3.6: Cumulative sediment distributions based on visual classification of grain size at
each surveyed cross-section point
Sediment size classes: COM—coarse organic material (e.g., wood, roots); OM—partially
decomposed organic material; Si—silt (<0.06mm); Sa—sand (0.06-2mm); GF—fine gravel (216mm); GC—coarse gravel (16-64mm); Cb—cobble (64-256mm); Bl—boulder (>256mm). Chart
A—distributions for all points combined for each class; B—range of DD (lines) and FF (shaded)
distributions for individual reaches; C—range of VWP (lines) and FF (shaded) distributions; D—
range of ICP (lines) compared with the VWP and the FF (both shaded) distributions.
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3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Reach classification
Overall, the parameters that successfully distinguish the study reach classes are
valley slope, bankfull shape (w:d and w/sqrt(A)), and grain size distribution. Active
channel shape was surprisingly ineffective at distinguishing channel classes, which
is discussed in more detail below. The resulting qualitative description of the three
beaver-generated classes is provided in Table 3.4.
The most initially unsurprising results of this study are those of the VWP. It is well
known that beaver impoundments are wider and have finer sediments than freeflowing reaches. As expected, VWP reaches are significantly wider, and their
sediments are nearly entirely finer, than the FF reaches. The clear difference in
channel width of the VWP is not explained by valley slope, where FF reaches at
similar low valley gradients have much lower values for bankfull w:d and w/sqrt(A)
(Figure 3.4), and valley gradient is uncorrelated overall with channel shape. The
shape parameters of the valley-wide ponds, however, have tremendous variability. I
attribute the lack of difference in active channel shape in part to the wide variability
in the VWP active channel, suggesting that this group could—and perhaps should—
be split.
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Shape characteristics

and wood.

channel

Extremely high variability in channel shape

flows.

Mobilization of impounded sediments during flood

during lower flows.

ponds of actively maintained dams and in all ponds

Deposition of fine sediments and organic material in

ponds where the beaver Erosion of impounded sediments during high flows in

Loss of sediment in old

undecomposed roots

w:d ratios compared with the free-flowing

(VWP)

Dominant discharge w:d >= active w:d.

sediments, including

Located in shallower grade valleys.

flowing channel..

Main channel thread similar in shape to a free-

Primarily organic

upstream impounded sediments.

due to steeper slopes.

High variability of channel shape between reaches,

especially closest to the beaver dam.

recession of high flows that had mobilized

Possible deposition of pockets of fine sediment during

dam due to channel avulsion caused by the dam.

of coarser sediments

despite an expectation

channel or slightly finer,

Excavation of new channels downstream of beaver

Inferred processes

High variability of channel shape along a reach.

thread channel downstream.

Multi-thread channel, which converges to single-

Similar to free-flowing

Sediment characteristics

beaver pond Greater channel widths and depths, and greater

Valley-wide

dam (DD)

of beaver

Downstream Located in steep valleys.

Reach class

Table 3.4: Distinguishing features of the three beaver-modified reach types in comparison with free-flowing channel reaches
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(ICP)

beaver pond

In-channel

Reach class

Lower variability in w:d.

the upper reaches.

Lower bankfull w:d and narrower channel widths in

steeper than valley-wide beaver ponds.

Located in shallower grade valleys, but generally

dam is abandoned and

between reaches.

fine sediments.

A mixture of coarse and

leaky.

Sediment characteristics

Shape characteristics

Eroded material is transported out of the reach.

Densely vegetated banks resist erosion.

sediments.

channel incision into previously impounded soft

Erosion occurs when dams fail. Erosion generates

sediments are fine and highly organic.

Deposition occurs while dams are intact. Deposited

across space and time.

Patchy erosion and deposition, with patches varying

ponds with abandoned dams.

Inferred processes

I suggest a split in the VWP reach class according to dam condition. For example, in
reach 4.06, which is the impoundment of an abandoned and very leaky valley-wide
beaver dam, a stream channel is incising into the sediments previously impounded
when the dam was newer, better maintained, and more watertight (Figure 3.7). The
erosion associated with this incision has also continued into the flooded soils that
predated the original dam (Figure 3.7A). The relatively narrow active channel of this
example contrasts with the very wide channel created by a well-maintained beaver
dam (e.g., Figure 3.2D).
Differences between the ponds associated with abandoned and active dams are
captured in a plot of active versus bankfull w:d (Figure 3.8). The valley-wide ponds
with intact dams have very little difference between the bankfull and active
channels since the dams are relatively water-tight and maintain a fairly constant
base level throughout the year. Therefore, these reaches have nearly identical w:d
ratios, both of which are very high. When the dams are abandoned, however, the
increasing leakiness results in a slowly declining local base level at the dam. The
channels respond by incising into the impounded sediments. In these cases, the
bankfull channels have high w:d ratios because the dams still impound water under
very high flows (i.e. the 1.5 to 2-year storm). During lower flows, however, w:d
ratios decrease dramatically as water leaks through the dams, base levels drop, and
the streams returns to their beds within the newly excavated banks. This creates the
unusual situation where the active w:d is much smaller than bankfull w:d for these
reaches. Unfortunately, the VWP sample size in this study is insufficient to test the
utility of this proposed subclassification, which warrants further investigation.
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Figure 3.7 A-B: Impoundment
of a partially breached
valley-wide beaver dam with
an incising channel
Partial breach is due to
leakiness following
abandonment by the beavers.
A—Stream bank near the
dam. Flow is to the right.
Arrow points out exposed tree
roots of standing dead wood
above modern water surface.
These required soil for
growth. White line marks
approximate preimpoundment soil level.
Similar tree roots line both
channel banks. B—Upper
impoundment facing
downstream, showing incising
right stream bank.
Herbaceous floodplain was
inundated prior to dam
abandonment, verified by
inspection of historic aerial
images. Floodplain shows
regular (e.g. 1-2 year
frequency) flooding
maintaining its shape; the
active channel is incising into
the previously impounded
sediments.
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Figure 3.7 C-E: Same impoundment as Figure 3.7 A-B
C—The dam creating this impoundment, shown by arrow. Compare with Figure 3.2D, an actively
maintained beaver dam. D—Close-up of dam showing lack of maintenance. Upper arrow points
out beaver-chewed sticks marking top of dam. Lower arrow points out top of an earthen pipe,
which formed following dam abandonment, draining water through the dam. E—Stranded
beaver lodge in upper impoundment. Arrow points out lodge entrance that would have been
submerged when the lodge was constructed.
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Although the basic form of the
valley-wide beaver pond has been

Figure 3.8: Mean active versus bankfull w:d.
Suggests grouping of valley-wide ponds according to level
of maintenance. A—VWP impoundments with

previously studied and

maintained dams and a similar active and bankfull w:d,

quantified, the river forms and

both of which are relatively high. B—impoundments with
poorly maintained dams and much lower active w:d

sediment characteristics
associated with the DD and ICP
reach classes are less well

compared with bankfull, indicative of incising channels
set within banks that were previously impounded and are
still regularly flooded (e.g., Figure 3.7B).

studied, with only qualitative
observations (Pullen 1971; Woo
and Waddington 1990; John and
Klein 2004). ICP reaches are
typically a series of small ponds
created by dams set within the
bankfull channel downstream of a
valley-wide dam. They have smaller w:d ratios and finer sediment than the freeflowing class but coarser sediment than in VWP. The stream banks typically have
dense herbaceous or shrub vegetation unlike the forested banks of the free-flowing
class.
In contrast with ICP, the DD reach is located downstream of a valley-wide beaver
dam where there are no secondary downstream dams. This reach type is found at
steeper valley slopes than the ICP class (Figure 3.3). This is consistent with the
studies showing that beaver prefer and are more successful in valleys with
shallower slopes (Gurnell 1998; Pollock et al. 2003) and with our data that show
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that the VWP class is found at the lowest slopes (Figure 3.3). I infer that valley-wide
dams built just upstream of these steeper valleys support colonies with shorter life
spans that have less opportunity to construct secondary in-channel dams. This reach
class has a multi-thread channel planform (Figure 3.3A), with the side channels
apparently created from avulsion generated by construction of the upstream dam
(Nanson and Knighton 1996). Despite the difference in planform, however, the
shape of the main channel thread in the DD class is indistinguishable from the freeflowing reach and both channel types have forested banks. DD reaches have patches
of finer sediments not found in free-flowing reaches, which is more significant when
considering that the valley slopes of the DD class are comparable with the steepest
free-flowing ones. This suggests that the DD reaches may store small pockets of fine
sediments mobilized from upstream ponds between high flow events or eroded
from the banks within the reach.
Although beaver-modified reaches generally have greater variability than freeflowing ones, the variability of the in-channel pond class is lower than that of the
free-flowing class. I interpret these results as a reflection of the short spatial and
temporal cycle of sediment mobilization and deposition due to the frequent
construction and breaching of the dams on a time scale of years. Following a breach,
the channel incises into the previously impounded sediments. Since the ICP banks
are far more cohesive than the bed due to dense bank vegetation, the channel
undergoes downcutting instead of widening. Similar banks without vegetation
widen instead (Smith 1976, 2007). In a free-flowing reach, however, the channel
bed is armored with coarse substrate and sediment mobilization occurs primarily
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on the banks. Sediment eroded from the banks is coarse enough to be easily redeposited downstream, potentially within the same reach in lower velocity zones,
generating lateral variability. In contrast, the relatively fine, previously impounded
sediments of the in-channel ponds are transported completely out of the reach once
mobilized. The sediment observations support the interpretation of aggradation and
degradation, with both fine and coarse sediment found in ICP reaches (Figure 3.6).
In keeping with the interpretation of cyclic deposition of sediments and subsequent
incision into those sediments, bankfull w:d for ICP is significantly smaller than for
the free-flowing class. An alternative interpretation of the lower w:d values is that
beaver preferentially select channels with lower w:d ratios for construction of inchannel dams. This explanation, however, seems unlikely since the ICP reach
locations are strongly controlled by the presence of valley-wide dams and valley
gradient. The ICP reaches are in significantly shallower valleys than FF. In the
absence of beaver, these valleys would tend to have greater widths and higher w:d
ratios. Additionally, Howard and Larson (1985) show that beaver dam density is
positively correlated with stream width. Since beaver dams are constructed in high
densities at high stream widths, it cannot be that the beavers are selecting reaches
with low w:d to build their high density in-channel dams. Therefore, I interpret the
low bankfull w:d values of ICP reaches as a direct effect of beaver activity rather
than as a reflection of site selection by the beaver.
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3.4.2 Network-scale classification
Following my previous work (Burchsted et al. 2010), I suggest an organizational
structure of free-flowing, impounded, and meadow channel segments set within
river network scale (Figure 3.9), which roughly corresponds with the graded,
aggrading, and degrading classes of Mackin (1948). Reaches in the free-flowing class
are generally in a dynamic equilibrium or graded condition. The FF and DD reach
classes defined in this paper as well as most existing classification schemes (e.g.,
Schumm 1977; Rosgen 1994; Montgomery and Buffington 1997; Nanson and
Knighton 1996) primarily fall within this segment class. Unlike most of the reach
types in this segment class, the DD reach is considered to be down-cutting. Based on
the comparisons between DD and FF reaches in this paper, erosion within the DD
reaches appears to be primarily limited to creation of a multi-thread planform—
through generation of new channels or excavation of paleochannels—rather than

Figure 3.9: Scale-dependent classification system of a discontinuous
river network focusing on beaver dam discontinuities
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eroding an established channel.
The impounded segment class encompasses reaches that have had a rapid increase
in base level and are actively aggrading. The VWP and ICP reaches of this paper fall
within the impounded segment class. Further investigation is needed determine
whether the valley-wide pond reach type presented in this paper should be split
into two separate reach types based on dam condition, where unmaintained dams
promote erosion of a channel into impounded sediments.
The meadow segment class is largely unstudied. I propose that it would include at
least two major reach types. In one, the beaver dam remains in place and the
impoundment has filled in with sediments to the point that the channel has returned
to a dynamic equilibrium. At this point, the impounded sediments typically support
herbaceous vegetation. The second reach type would be actively degrading due to a
breach in the beaver dam. Future research should examine reaches within the
meadow segment class in sufficient detail to categorize them.
Classification of segments across a river network is necessary to determine the level
of complexity in the network. Although simplified free-flowing channels are
generally considered visually attractive and dominate many modern river networks,
these forms do not provide the functions of historic channels with greater
complexity (Wohl 2005). In contrast to river networks comprised primarily of freeflowing segments, networks that include impounded and meadow channel segments
will have frequently decoupled segments with additional processes that provide
critical ecological functions. Determining the heterogeneity of segment and reach
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classes longitudinally along the river channel can help quantify this complexity, once
an adequate classification system has been created. Rivers can also be
heterogeneous laterally across the valley, particularly in systems where log jams
create multiple channel threads, each of which has its own longitudinal
heterogeneity (e.g., Collins et al. 2002). The heterogeneity across these river valleys
may be as important as heterogeneity along the valley, since the side channels,
channel edges, and increased floodplain connectivity associated with these
anastomosing channel forms also support critical habitat (Collins et al. 2002).
3.4.3 Implications
The concept of patchy erosion and deposition associated with beaver dams can help
resolve the conflicting results between studies of the sedimentary record (Persico
and Meyer 2009; Kramer et al. 2012; Polvi and Wohl 2012) and modern ponds
(Butler and Malanson 1995; Meentemeyer and Butler 1999; John and Klein 2004;
Pollock et al. 2007). On the one hand, examination of modern beaver ponds shows
that sediments accumulate at very high rates and suggests that beaver dams are a
potent geomorphic agent. Studies of the sedimentary record, however, show that
total beaver impoundment sediment accumulation since the last glaciation rarely
exceeds 2m, and these sediments do not continually accumulate. They accumulate to
greater thickness only where they fill in discrete post-glacial depressions in the
channel profile. The short lifespan of beaver ponds may be sufficient to explain the
lack of continued sediment accumulation. I suggest that incision and bank erosion
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associated with prolonged failure of valley-wide ponds and cyclic failure of inchannel ponds may also play a role not yet understood or quantified.
Although beaver dams are unlikely to modify sediment budgets at long time scales,
they may be sufficient to alter the timing and nature of delivery of sediments.
Because the failure of one beaver dam can generate a series of downstream failures
and the peak flow rate and mobilized sediment increases correspondingly (Butler
1989), these features play a significant role in the generation of channel form. The
role of beaver dams in channel form includes the ways documented in this article as
well by increasing the frequency of high runoff rates beyond those predicted by
meteorological patterns.
Channel form is typically quantified with measurements of the bankfull channel. The
traditional geomorphic meaning of bankfull channel, however, is changed in reaches
modified by beaver. This is particularly true in the VWP class, where the channel
“banks” are simply determined by the lateral extent of flooding due to the dam. In
these reaches, there is no clear break in cross-sectional slope between the channel
bed, its banks, and the valley floor. New banks can be created in these ponds by
subsequent channel incision or as the channel reaches a stable equilibrium
following aggradation. In the former case, local base level provides the dominant
control over channel shape. Since the construction and failure of these base level
controls occur at a time scale of years, the patterns of change of these small,
frequent discontinuities affect channel shape as much as the flood with a 1.5 to 2-
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year return frequency that is traditionally considered to determine bankfull channel
shape.
The active channel is not commonly used in the geomorphic literature to describe
channel form. Although the active channel is statistically the same across the reach
classes in this study, the data support dividing the valley-wide pond class into
separate maintained and abandoned pond classes. This division should be studied
further. Active channel morphology should also continue to be studied due to its
importance to instream habitat and as a design parameter in river restoration.
Unlike the bankfull channel, remote measurements of active channel width correlate
well with field data (Wilkins and Snyder 2010), which is of great benefit in creating
methods for river network scale assessment.
3.5 Conclusions
Beaver dams create channel reaches with sediment size and channel shape well
outside of the range of values expected or measured for similar free-flowing
channels. The long-term sediment storage generated by these frequent, small-scale
features may be insufficient to impress large-scale geomorphologists (e.g., Persico
and Meyer 2009). However, they are nonetheless sufficient to alter the channel
shape, bed sediments, and corresponding habitat type within a river network, which
is of critical importance to river management. It is also likely that they alter the peak
amounts and timing of the delivery of water and sediments.
In order to better classify networks with discontinuities such as beaver dams that
control local base level, this paper presents geomorphic data that compares free- 76 -

flowing stream reaches with those modified by beaver dams. The data support the
creation of at least three separate beaver-modified stream reach classes: valleywide beaver ponds, in-channel beaver ponds, and reaches downstream of beaver
dams. The latter two are new reach types to be quantitatively described in the
geomorphic literature. The data also suggest a division of valley-wide beaver ponds
into two separate classes based on dam condition, which requires further study. I
further propose a hierarchical river network classification that places the reach
classes of this study—as well as the reach classes in other schemes—within three
fundamental segment types of free-flowing, locally impounded, and meadow.
Additional research is particularly required to classify reach types within the
meadow segment class.
At the network scale, stream complexity is greater in channels unaltered by modern
human activity than in the more familiar modern forms which emphasize the freeflowing segment type (e.g., Wohl 2005). River management can increase complexity
at the network scale by adding additional segments types to the network. This
would increase the complexity of the patchwork in the network, increasing habitat
heterogeneity and providing essential habitat for many desired species that drive
the billion-dollar river restoration industry (e.g., Pollock et al. 2004). Tools that
quantify network-scale complexity, including classification of reaches within the
network, are needed in order for fluvial geomorphology to continue contributions to
ongoing river management and restoration efforts in the U.S. and across the world.
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4. HYDROLOGIC I MPACTS OF A BEAVER MEADOW

4.1 Introduction
Instream habitat is controlled in large part by the hydrology and particularly the
natural flow regime (sensu Poff et al. 1997) of a river. The most commonly
theorized impact of beaver dams on the natural flow regime is generation of storage
upstream of dams during higher flows and subsequent release of water under lower
flow conditions (c.f. Pollock et al. 2003). This storage and subsequent release could
modify the frequency, duration, and magnitude of both peak and lower flows. If this
understanding is correct, it would be expected that beaver ponds would decrease
the magnitude of the peak flow rate for a given storm event and increase the
duration of the runoff event, if all else were equal. The storage could additionally
result in a decrease in the frequency of higher runoff events. Conversely, the release
of stored water would be expected to increase the magnitude of flow during lower
flow events and decrease their duration. The release of stored water would also be
expected to decrease the frequency of low flow events.
When applied to beaver dams, the simple model of storage and release of water
appears to work in some cases but not in others. For instance: beaver ponds do
store water, with number of dams and impoundment size varying linearly with
hydrologic transport parameters such as time to peak concentration and duration of
flow of an injected tracer (Jin et al. 2009). In humid climates, beaver ponds also
decrease peak flow rates of moderate storm events (Woo and Waddington 1990;
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Burns and McDonnell 1998; Pollock et al. 2003) as predicted, but they do not affect
the peak flow rate of larger events (Burns and McDonnell 1998). On the other hand,
if a beaver dam fails catastrophically during a flood event, peak flow rate during the
storm increases several-fold as the flood wave is added to the storm-generated
runoff. This effect is further heightened when beaver dams fail in series (Butler and
Malanson 2005).
Unexpected results regarding baseflow also appear in the literature on beaver dam
impacts. In arid or semi-arid environments, beaver ponds do generally increase
baseflow as expected (c.f. Pollock et al. 2003). However, they can also result in a
decrease in baseflows in humid temperate (Burns and McDonnell 1998; Correll et al.
2000) and subarctic (Woo and Waddington 1990) environments. This decrease in
baseflow appears to be due to increased evaporation from the surface of the beaver
pond (Reid 1952; Woo and Waddington 1990; Burns and McDonnell 1998).
In addition to the literature exceptions to the simple model of storage and release, it
is theoretically possible that beaver ponds will increase peak flow rates of moderate
storm events in humid climates. This effect would happen through an increase of
saturated surface area, which could in turn increase the saturated overland flow
(Dunne and Leopold 1978). Increased flow rates following moderate storms have
not been noted in past hydrologic studies of impacts of beaver dams (Woo and
Waddington 1990; Burns and McDonnell 1998; Pollock et al. 2004; Rosell et al.
2005; Westbrook et al. 2006). Further, Burns and McDonnell (1998) use isotopic
and mineral tracers to show that subsurface flow, not surface runoff, is the
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dominant flow pathway during storm events in two Adirondack catchments, where
one is unmodified and the other is modified by beaver dams. Nonetheless, this
theoretical possibility bears consideration.
Most of the literature on beaver dams focuses on the magnitude of flow during
storms and there is little to test the model that the ponds store and later release of
water. Although ponds have been somewhat studied, similar studies are nearly
entirely absent for beaver meadows (Burchsted et al. 2010). Beaver meadows,
however, also have the potential to modify a river network’s hydrologic condition
through storage and release of water due to the remaining barrier in the channel.
Therefore, this study examines the hydrologic impacts of a failed beaver dam. I focus
on a beaver meadow given the probable dominance of beaver meadows on the preEuropean river network (Burchsted et al. 2010) in combination with the lack of
hydrologic studies of these important features. To accomplish this objective, I test
the fundamental hypothesis that beaver meadows store water during higher flows
and subsequently release that water.
This chapter describes the testing of this hypothesis using stream discharge data
across three stream reaches. Chapter 5 describes the testing of this hypothesis using
temperature data in the same channel, where temperature is used to help identify
water source. I conclude that water does leave the channel in the beaver meadow
during storm events once a water level threshold is reached. Some of this water is
stored and subsequently released back to the channel during recession and some is
diverted around the main channel and passes either through or over the remnant
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dam. There is no evidence of an

Figure 4.1: Study site location

increase in runoff rates due to the

White box outlines the area depicted in Figure 4.2

beaver ponds upstream of the study
site, and a strong suggestion that
these ponds also store water in
keeping with a “fill and spill”
hydrologic model.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Site description
This study is located on Branch
Brook, a third-order stream in the
Yale-Myers Forest in Union,
Connecticut (Figure 4.1). The study
site includes an approximately 80-meter (m) reach running through a beaver
meadow followed by another approximately 80m reach under a forested canopy. A
very large (5 hectare) valley-wide beaver pond is located upstream of the study site,
with a series of intact and failed in-channel beaver dams between the valley-wide
pond and the study side. A tributary joins Branch Brook less than 50m upstream of
the site, with a large beaver pond and meadow at the base of that tributary just
before its confluence with Branch Brook.
The catchment draining to the study site is approximately 2.4 square kilometers
(km2) in size. It is underlain by strongly foliated and steeply dipping schist, resulting
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in a cuesta-like landform with numerous escarpments. The ground is mantled with a
thin layer of coarse angular melt-out till that, on the hillslopes, has been washed of
Morse
Reservoir

finer grains and is highly porous.
The mean annual rainfall to this temperate region of the U.S. is 1300mm, with a
roughly even distribution throughout the year and a corresponding mean annual
runoff of 600mm (Weiss and Cervione, 1986). The seasonal climate can generate a
moderate snowpack in winter that yields floods with rain on snow events in winter
or spring. Floods are also caused by local thunderstorms in the summer, tropical
storms in the late summer and fall, and nor’easters in the fall and winter.
The catchment is forested with a mix of deciduous and coniferous trees that have
overgrown previous pastures. Although timber is harvested from the Yale-Myers
Forest, the catchment to the study site has no visible signs of logging since the forest
has regrown from pasture. There is one abandoned road in the catchment and no
other visible modern human influence. The date of beaver recolonization of the
study area is unknown and presumably in the mid-twentieth century. Although the
site is in the same town that beavers were first reintroduced to Connecticut in 1911,
there is no sign of beaver activity in mapping or historic imagery prior to 1940.
As a beaver meadow, this study site does not provide an ideal test for the hypothesis
that beaver ponds generate increased small storm flows due to increased saturation
excess overland flow. Instead, this site has been used to test the hypotheses that (a)
beaver meadows store and release water similar to bank storage in floodplains and
(b) beaver dams and meadows generate changes in hydrologic flow paths.
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4.2.2 Data collection

Figure 4.2: Pressure transducer layout

I monitored surface water levels
with four Hobo water level loggers
(Onset Computer Corporation
2006)—at the locations shown in
Figure 4.2—which recorded absolute
pressure and temperature at tenminute intervals during ice-free
conditions from August 2009
through March 2011. These
transducers are located at the
following locations:
•

sw4: just above the upstream limit of the beaver meadow and downstream
from a series of beaver ponds on the mainstem and tributary;

•

sw3: at the base of the open meadow, downstream of a spring confluence,
and at the upstream face of the failed beaver dam;

•

sw2: just downstream of the failed beaver dam; and

•

sw1: at the downstream limit of the free-flowing reach downstream of the
beaver meadow.

Meteorological data were obtained from two nearby meteorological stations:
Worcester MA (WBAN number 94746) and Willimantic CT (WBAN number 54767)
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(US National Climatic Data Center 2011). All data were stored as plain text files for
further analysis using R version 2.14.1 (R Core Team 2011).
The locations of the water level loggers (also referred to as surface-water gauges in
this chapter) were recorded with GPS and imported into ArcGIS 10.0. The catchment
for each reach was delineated in the GIS by modifying existing subregional basin
boundaries (CT DEP 1988) as needed, based on the 10-foot (ft) (3.048m) contours
of the 1:24000 USGS topographic maps. The resulting catchment area was calculated
for each reach.
4.2.3 Data analysis
I converted the absolute pressure data recorded by the water level loggers to water
pressure by subtracting atmospheric pressure. Atmospheric pressure was
determined from hourly altimeter data, which is atmospheric pressure corrected to
sea level, as provided for the two nearby meteorological stations. Hourly altimeter
pressure was interpolated to ten-minute intervals, averaged across the two stations,
and then corrected for elevation at each transducer to obtain a ten-minute
atmospheric pressure time series for each transducer. I then calculated water
pressure at each transducer by subtracting the calculated atmospheric pressure
from the recorded absolute pressure. The resulting water pressure data were
converted to water level by solving the hydrostatic pressure equation for an
incompressible fluid as follows:
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  / , where

( 4.1 )

h is height of the water column above the pressure transducer (water level),
P is the hydrostatic pressure generated by the water column,

ρ is the density of water, and
g is the constant of acceleration due to gravity.
I developed rating curves for each transducer (Figure 4.3) to convert water level
(wl) to volumetric water flow rate (Q). I calculated discharge at various water levels
from velocity-depth readings collected with a Marsh-McBirney FloMate during the
summer and fall of 2010 and 2011. The rating curves were determined by finding
the constants A, B, and c that generated the best fit in the following equation:
      , where

( 4.2 )

Q is volumetric water discharge in m3/s,
wl is water level in cm, and
A, B, and c are constants.
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Figure 4.3: Rating curves for surface-water stations based on measured values

Water levels during the winter months are higher than those measured to generate
the rating curves. In order to constrain the slope of the high end of the rating curve,
these curves were expanded by estimating water level height and discharge at
bankfull depth. I calculated bankfull water depth from surveyed cross-sections and
calculated bankfull discharge using Manning’s equation (Mosley and McKerchar
1993):
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, where

Q is volumetric water flow rate (m3/s),
n is a roughness coefficient (dimensionless), estimated using Barnes (1967)
Rh is the hydraulic radius (m), calculated as follows:
( 4.4 )

   /  , where

A is the cross-sectional area of the bankfull channel (m2), calculated
from cross-section measurements in the field, and
Pwet is the wetted perimeter of the bankfull channel cross-section (m),
calculated from cross-section measurements in the field, and
S is the channel slope (dimensionless), estimated from the DEM.
Although this process yields only one point at higher flows, it is nonetheless useful
for estimating discharges at water levels higher than those measured in the field. I
created a new rating curve for each of the surface-water gauges combining the
measured values shown in Figure 4.3 with the estimates of bankfull stage and
discharge. The resulting rating curves are shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Rating curves for surface-water stations using measured and estimated values

These curves are significantly different from the ones in Figure 4.3. In order to
extend the curves of Figure 4.3—based on high-quality, measured values—to the
higher ranges of Figure 4.4 that include lower-quality, estimated values, these two
sets of curves were stitched together. The rule for combining the curves was as
follows: below 1.5 times the maximum observed Q, the curves in Figure 4.3 were
used; above 10 times the maximum observed Q, the curves in Figure 4.4 were used;
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a linear regression stitched
d the two curves together. The finall rating curves are
shown in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5:: Final combination rrating curves
Combination of curves shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4

The final, combination rating curves and calculated water level time series were
used to generate ten-minute
minute volumetric water discharge time series for each gauge.
g
Those time series were divided by catchment area at each gauge to generate a new
time series of runoff rate.. A daily average time series of this runoff rate was
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calculated for each gauge and compared across gauges using Indicators of
Hydrologic Alteration (IHA) version 7.1.0.10. IHA can test for changes in the natural
flow regime (Richter et al. 1996). In general, most parameters used by IHA are
calculated annually from daily data. The analyses then test for difference in the
variability of the annual parameters. Since only two years are represented, the tests
for changes in annual variability are not applicable here. Additionally, since the
analysis is designed for interannual comparisons, it can only run on more than one
year of data. Therefore, the calculated parameters are compared across gages for
September through December—where two years of data are available—and tests
for changes in variability are not conducted.
Simple hydrologic budgets for the reaches were calculated from the ten-minute time
series data. These reaches were defined as shown in Table 4.1. To calculate the
budgets, the control volume for these reaches was defined as the above-ground
channel within its banks. Based on that control volume, the following equation was
used to calculate the reach budgets:

∆

#$



%&'



( 4.5 )

() , where

∆Qreach is the change in water discharge within the reach,
Qdown is the flow rate calculated at the water level logger at the downstream
limit of the reach, and
Qup is the same as Qdown at the upstream limit of the reach.
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Table 4.1: Definition of reaches
Reach name

reach 3

Upstrm

Downstrm

gauge

gauge

sw4

sw3

Description

Generally free-flowing channel through a beaver

(most

meadow; minor obstructions of fallen dead trees;

upstream)

stable knickpoints composed of large cobbles on the
streambed between soft meadow banks; substrate
ranges from gravel to small cobbles.

reach 2

sw3

sw2

Generally free-flowing channel through a failed
valley-wide beaver dam; minor obstructions of failed
in-channel beaver dams and outcropping bedrock;
forested canopy.

reach 1

sw2

sw1

Confined free-flowing channel without visible

(most

modification by beaver dams; large cobble to

downstream)

boulder substrate; forested canopy

Given the small size of the control volume—the channel within its banks— direct
losses due to evaporation, gains due to precipitation, and change in storage within
the channel are all considered negligible and not included in interpretation of
changes in discharge along the reach. In this analysis, change in discharge (∆Qreach) is
due to a change in the amount of overbank surface water and the hyporheic zone
and groundwater. Water loss from the reach may re-enter the same reach at a
different time or may re-enter a reach downstream. Water that leaves a reach may
also subsequently be permanently lost to evaporation or transpiration.
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During storm events, ∆Qreach values greater than zero are interpreted as inputs to
the reach from storm runoff. Negative ∆Qreach values are interpreted as water losses
to overbank flooding. During baseflows, ∆Qreach is interpreted as gain from or loss to
groundwater and the hyporheic zone, with negative values suggesting loss to the
subsurface and positive values suggesting gains.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Discharge at surface-water gauges
The calculated discharge time series for each surface-water gauge is shown in
Figure 4.6. In general, the flow rates at the most downstream site (sw1) are higher
than those most upstream (sw4). This is expected since a larger catchment area at
the downstream gauge should generate a higher flow rate. The corresponding runoff
rate, which provides a better comparison of the gauges, is shown in Figure 4.7. The
runoff rate distinctly varies across gauges, with generally comparable rates at the
most upstream and downstream gauges and a greatly decreased runoff at gauge 3
(in the beaver meadow) that increases somewhat downstream at gauge 2.
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Figure 4.6: Discharge time series for all gauges
Gauges are shown from upstream (sw4) to downstream (sw1). Sw4—upstream of beaver
meadow; sw3—at base of beaver meadow; sw2—downstream of failed beaver dam; sw1—
confined, free-flowing channel. Grey line—limit of rating curve
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Figure 4.7: Runoff rate at each gauge
Grey lines—stage; black lines—runoff rate. Gauges are shown from upstream (sw4) to
downstream (sw1)

The differences in runoff between the gauges can be further seen in Figure 4.8,
which shows the relative runoff for each gauge compared with sw1, which is in the
free-flowing channel. During baseflow conditions in the summer and early fall, the
ratio of each gauge to sw1 appears to be very high; however, the magnitude of
baseflow is similar across the gauges, all of which are near zero. The ratios are
magnified during these times since the magnitude of flow is so small. An example of
that relationship is provided in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.8: Runoff rate of each gauge versus sw1
Grey lines—stage at the gauge; black lines—runoff rate for the gauge : runoff rate for sw1.

gauge runoff :
sw1 runoff

gauge runoff :
sw1 runoff

gauge runoff :
sw1 runoff

Gauges are shown from upstream (sw4) to downstream (sw2)

Discounting the baseflow trends during low flows, the patterns in Figure 4.8 suggest
the following two overall seasonal trends:
1. During the growing season: During the peak of storm events, runoff rates in
other gauges are lower than in the free-flowing channel. During storm
recessions, runoff rates in the other gages approach and eventually exceed
the runoff rates in the free-flowing channel. During baseflow, runoff is similar
or possibly higher at the other gauges.
2. Outside of the growing season: Runoff rates are generally lower overall when
compared with the free-flowing channel.
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Figure 4.9: Runoff for Aug 29-31, 2009 rain event
Horizontal lines mark the limits of the rating curve, following the same color legend.

The patterns of discharge across the gauges during the winter can also be examined
with IHA analysis (Figure 4.10). Temporarily discounting the unusual results for
gauge sw3, this analysis confirms the basic observation that fall and winter
normalized flows in the downstream channel are greater than at the upstream
locations. During the late fall and early winter, the most downstream gauge
experiences more high flows, with more instances of high pulses, longer high pulses,
fewer low pulses, and generally higher normalized discharge rates during both high
and low flows. The rates of change are also similar across the gauges and do not
suggest any difference in flashiness outside of the growing season.
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Figure 4.10: High and low flow characteristics of surface-water gauges for September 1 December 30, 2009 and September 1 - December 30, 2010
High pulse—daily discharge values greater than 75% exceedance for sw1 during the period of
record; daily flow increase rate greater than 25% at the beginning of the pulse; and daily flow
decrease less than 10% at the end of the pulse. Low pulse—daily discharge values lower than the
25% quartile based on the sw1 period of record.

The data at sw3 show a new trend, with this gauge appearing to be unusually flashy
during high flow events. It also has higher normalized peak flow rates. The high flow
results are suspect since they are based on data outside of the rating curve. Within
the rating curve, sw3 has higher normalized discharge rates at low flows and a
higher baseflow index than all the other gauges.
4.3.2 Difference in discharge across reaches
The gain in discharge from the upstream to the downstream gauge of each reach in
comparison with stage is shown in Figure 4.11. The difference in discharge along the
combined reach of the beaver meadow and failed beaver dam (combined reaches 2
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and 3) is also shown. Reaches 2 and 3 have remarkably well-defined and mirrored
relationships between stage and gains in discharge, which is discussed in further
detail in the following section. The combination of these two reaches has a muddier
relationship, where high water levels may be associated with either losses or gains
in discharge. There is a general trend of increasing gain in flow after a threshold has
been reached followed by decreasing gains and eventually loss of flow as water
levels continue to rise. Reach 1, the free-flowing reach, also has a somewhat muddy
relationship between gains and losses at high water levels, however the general
trend is for increasing gains as water level increases. In general, the losses of water
from reach 1 are associated with the drought that occurred in the summer and early
fall of 2010. Even in the wet season, however, this reach does not necessarily gain
runoff at high water levels.
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Left panels: color time series—gain in discharge across reach; grey lines—river stage; Right panels: colors follow time series in left panels

Figure 4.11. Gains in discharge across reaches versus river stage

4.4 Discussion
I draw the following conclusions from these results, each of which is discussed in
more detail in this section:
1. In-channel water budgets in the beaver meadow and through the failed beaver
dam show that surface water bypasses the main channel at the dam during
storm events.
2. In-channel water budgets across the beaver meadow show that the meadow
stores water during rain events and releases water during recession.
3. Diel fluctuations in water levels and variation in seasonal response suggest that
riparian vegetation demands impact in-channel flow.
4. The storage and release of water in the beaver meadow is conceptually similar to
a wetland.
5. The upstream beaver dams do not increase runoff.
4.4.1 Surface water bypasses the channel at the failed beaver dam during storm
events
As Figure 4.11 shows, water in reach 3 leaves the channel during rain events. Figure
4.12 shows this pattern in more detail, using the August 28-30, 2009, rain event as
an example. As these figures show, the losses of water from reach 3 are generally
matched by corresponding gains in water at reach 2. During this particular event,
the loss of water from reach 3 is greater than the gains in reach 2; the net effect
varies throughout the period of record.
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Figure 4.12: Difference in discharge during and following the August 29-31, 2009 rainfall event
Compare with Figure 4.9 for normalized hydrographs and gauge ratios of Q/Aws for the same
event. Shading marks the rising limb of the storm hydrograph at surface-water gauge sw2.
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These results suggest that water

Figure 4.13: Hypothesized bypass around the
channel through breached dam

bypasses the main channel that flows
through the breach in the beaver dam,
instead following a flow path such as
the one suggested in Figure 4.13. Due to

beaver
meadow

Branch
Brook

the nature of their materials, most
sw3

beaver dams are leaky unless beavers
frequently patch the upstream face with
hypothesized flow
path activated at
higher flows

mud. The remnant dam here is
presumably highly porous since it is no

breached
beaver dam

longer being maintained. The water that
sw2

bypasses the channel may be flowing
through the remaining wood or may be flowing over the dam at low spots.
The amount of water bypassing the channel at the failed beaver dam can be
estimated as the loss of water from the upstream meadow—reach 3—that is
matched by gains in the downstream reach 2. Figure 4.14 shows those “leakage”
values and compares them with stage at the upstream limit of the beaver meadow
(gauge sw4) for the period of record within the limits of the rating curve measured
in the field.
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Top: color series—leakage; grey series—river stage at top of meadow (sw4). Bottom: leakage vs stage, colored by time series of top panel.

Figure 4.14: Leakage around the channel through the beaver dam versus river stage at the top of the meadow.

Figure 4.14 suggests that leakage around the channel is controlled by a threshold of
water level in the meadow. Once that threshold has been reached, leakage increases
as water level increases. The relationship between leakage and stage holds across
most storms, with a few having a lower threshold but similar slope. Further
investigation is warranted to determine which conditions control the initiation and
cessation of the bypass of water around the main channel.
4.4.2 Storage and release of event water
Although the channel through the beaver meadow (reach 3) loses surface water
during the rising limb of storm events, as discussed above, this reach gains water
during storm recession (Figure 4.15). The pattern of loss of water from the meadow
during an event and a subsequent post-event gain is also visible in the runoff
measured at the four gauges (e.g. Figure 4.9), where gauge sw3 (at the base of the
meadow) shows decreased peak runoff rates compared with the other gauges but
increased values following events. These figures suggest that some of the storm
runoff lost from reach 3 is stored off-channel and released back to the channel
during storm recession. This would effectively buffer storm flows at gauge sw3,
where water is diverted from the channel at higher flows but supplemented to the
channel as flows decrease.
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Figure 4.15: Difference in discharge across reaches during recession from the August 29-31,
2009, rainfall event

The amount of water lost to the meadow and not returned to the downstream reach
(i.e., not accounted for as leakage) can be estimated as ∆Qm in the following
equation:
∆

#*+&,,

-.∆

/,

where
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∆Qr 3 - l o s s is the rate of loss of water from reach 3, calculated as -∆Qr 3 for the
set of all negative values of ∆Qr 3 , where
∆Qr n = Qs w n - Qs w ( n + 1 ) ,
Qs w n is the instantaneous discharge at gauge n, and
Qs w n is downstream of Qs w ( n + 1 ) .
L is the rate of leakage around the main channel through the failed beaver
dam (discussed in section 4.4.1), calculated as the minimum value of
∆Qr 2 and ∆Qr 3 - l o s s , for the set of all positive ∆Qr 2 values, and
∆Qm is the unaccounted loss of water to the meadow.
Figure 4.16 show the time series of ∆Qm and the relationship between that loss and
stage at the upstream limit of the meadow. Similar to the relationship between
leakage and stage, there appears to be a water level threshold that controls the
initiation of water loss to the meadow. There is also a direct relationship between
stage and water loss to the meadow, however, this relationship is not as tightly
defined as for leakage. Similar questions also arise regarding onset and cessation of
water lost to the meadow.
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(height) and duration of loss of water to the meadow (width). Bottom: rate of loss vs stage, colored according to the time series in the top panel.

Top: color series—rate of water loss; grey series—river stage at the top of the meadow (sw4); blue rectangles—total volume lost per event

Figure 4.16: Water lost from reach3 to the beaver meadow

In agreement with the main hypothesis of this study, the water lost from reach 3 to
the meadow (Figure 4.16) is stored and later released back to the river. Figure 4.11
and Figure 4.17 confirm that reach 3 does gain water during storm recessions. It
gains water only when river stage is below the threshold of 10-12cm that controls
the initiation of water loss to the meadow and to leakage, as discussed above. These
gains occur during the wet-up of fall 2009 as well as during recession from storm
events as predicted by the hypothesis of this study. Calculations of the amount of
water gained by this reach show that the reach regains the volume of water lost
during a storm even within one to seven days following the loss (Table 4.2). The
reach further continues to gain water beyond the amount originally lost.
Figure 4.17: Water gained by reach3 versus water level at the top of the meadow.
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Table 4.2: Reach3 volume of water gain and loss
reach3 loss of water
last date of water

total lost

loss

(m3)

9/2/2009 21:50

reach3 cumulative gain of water (m3) following loss
day 1

day 2

day 3

day 4

day 5

day 6

day 7

72.4

14.9

28.1

39.8

50.3

58.9

65.7

71.8

11/3/2009 22:50

52.6

24.3

46.7

69.2

91.2

113.2

134.1

154.2

6/16/2010 3:50

59.7

13.1

25.5

36.0

44.1

51.4

58.4

63.0

7/10/2010 9:20

0.0

4.3

7.5

8.5

11.1

20.3

28.0

32.0

8/3/2010 16:10

0.0

0.0

0.0

7.9

12.7

13.1

13.1

13.1

10/2/2010 21:30

5.8

16.5

10/8/2010 4:10

0.3

28.0

44.7

53.4

58.1

10/16/2010 21:30

0.0

30.5

51.3

67.7

81.6

94.4

109.3

123.2

Note: bold italic numbers—day in which volume of water lost is regained by the reach

The source of the net water gains requires continued investigation. They may come
from the absorption of upland runoff by the meadow soils. This trend is also visible
in Figure 4.7, where the storm runoff rate at sw3 is greatly decreased in comparison
with the other gauges. The “lost” runoff may be stored by the meadow soils and
slowly released over a longer period, extending the storm recession in the meadow.
4.4.3 Riparian vegetation impacts instream flow
During storm recessions, river water levels and reach budgets fluctuate on a diel
cycle (Figure 4.18). The gauges with a clear diel cycle have decreasing water level
during the day and increasing water level at night. This pattern is associated with
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Figure 4.18: Diel fluctuations during recession from the August 29-31, 2009, rainfall event
Shading indicates nighttime. Local time is Eastern Daylight Savings Time (UTC-04:00).
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transpiration, which is driven by sunlight and generates daytime decreases in soil
moisture and corresponding decreases in streamflow (Bond et al. 2002). Gauge sw3,
however, does not follow this pattern. The gauge has an open canopy, which has
relatively low transpiration demands, consistent with the interpretation that the
fluctuations are due to transpiration. The other gauges are located under a closed
mature forest canopy, which has much greater transpiration demands. The strong
differences in hydrologic response between the growing and dormant seasons
further suggest the importance of vegetation on in-channel flows. For example, the
runoff rate at sw1 drops below other gauges on storm recession during the growing
season, but remains above the others outside of the growing season, as shown above
in the results.
The differences between the gauges explain fluctuations in the reach budgets. In the
simplest case, the diel patterns at sw1 and sw2—the two gauges under forested
canopy—are similar and so there is little resulting visible pattern in the budget for
the reach between them (reach1). Because gauge sw3 does not fluctuate along with
the other gauges, the patterns in the reaches upstream and downstream of that
gauge are more pronounced.
Vegetative demands during the dormant season are greatly decreased in
comparison with the growing season, although coniferous trees may still transpire
during this time. Therefore, if the diel fluctuations are due to transpiration, they
should diminish with leaf-fall. This prediction is indeed borne out by the data, where
the storm recessions are marked by only hints of the diel fluctuations. For example,
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during the recession from the October 29, 2009, storm event, diel fluctuations
appear only at sw2. Even there, they are generally more muted and less frequent
(Figure 4.19).
Diel fluctuations of water level only manifest during stormflow recession. These
results are consistent with the conceptual model presented by Brooks and others
(2010), where recession from storm events in the growing season is accelerated by
transpiration. During this time, the soil water accessed by plant roots for
transpiration is coupled with the groundwater table that feeds surface-water
channels. As storm recessions continue, the water table eventually falls below the
active root zone. At that point, soil water linked with transpiration becomes
decoupled from the water table that feeds the stream, and the diel transpiration
signal no longer appears in the stream.
Transpiration, and the corresponding hydraulic redistribution that accompanies it
(Dawson 1993), can also explain instream temperature patterns at this site (see
chapter 5). Given the implications of fluctuating water levels and temperature on
instream habitat, the role of vegetation in the diel variability of flow paths deserves
further attention.
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Figure 4.19: Diel fluctuations during recession from the October 29, 2009, rainfall event
Shading indicates nighttime. Local time is Eastern Standard Time (UTC-05:00).
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4.4.4 Conceptual model of hydrologic response in the beaver meadow
The hydrologic response of the beaver meadow can be categorized following the
conceptual components of a storm hydrograph: rising limb, falling limb, and
baseflow (Figure 4.20). During the rising limb of a storm, the reach gains water as
water levels rise. According to this model, the reach has little net gain since much of
the upland runoff that would otherwise drain to this channel is instead entering
meadow soils and increasing the groundwater table. The water level rises in
accordance with increased upstream runoff.
Once a threshold is reached, presumably the elevation of a low point on the bank
along the channel, water leaves the channel. Some of the lost water travels through
or over the remnant beaver dam and re-enters the downstream channel. Upland
runoff continues to enter the meadow soils, and water levels in the channel continue
to rise in accordance with runoff collected upstream.
Finally, as the storm recedes from its peak, the surface water on the meadow and
stored groundwater in the meadow soils are available to supply water to the
channel. The supply of this water extends for days to more than a week following a
storm event. A similar gain in water can occur over a longer period during the rise in
groundwater that accompanies leaf-fall.
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Figure 4.20:: Conceptual model of the hydrologic response in the beaver meadow
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4.4.5 Impact of upstream beaver dams on generation of runoff
Although this study does not directly address the hydrologic impact of a beaver
pond, comparison of the most upstream and downstream gauges (sw4 and sw1,
respectively) can test the hypothesis that beaver ponds increase runoff during
moderate storms in temperate climates. Following this hypothesis, the runoff rate at
sw4 would be greater than at sw1. These gauges can be tested independently of
each other, given the decoupling of runoff that occurs in the intervening reach 3.
Figure 4.21 contradicts this prediction, where storm runoff at sw4 is strongly
limited in the summer and fall. This limitation suggests that a threshold exists at the
upstream beaver ponds, where runoff is not generated until a storage threshold is
reached. Figure 4.7 through Figure 4.9 show a faster rise at sw1 than at the other
gauges with the onset of rain. Those figures also show a peak runoff rate that is
approximately equal to the other gauges and a faster fall rate at sw1 than the other
gauges. This further suggests a buffer of storm runoff affecting the gauge closest to
the beaver ponds in comparison with the flashiness of the downstream free-flowing
channel. In general, these data support the hypothesis that intact and failed beaver
dams release stored water to the channel following a storm event in comparison
with a free-flowing channel.
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Figure 4.21: Runoff rates for fall 2009
Note lack of response to storms at upper gauges until an upstream threshold is reached in the
late fall. Note different scale for each gauge.

4.5 Conclusion
Each of the three reaches in this study responds noticeably differently to storms in
spite of their proximity to each other. The response of the beaver meadow suggests
that, during storm events, water bypasses the channel at the failed beaver dams and
is also stored off-channel. The off-channel water is subsequently released, with an
effect of increased flows to the channel that lasts several days or more. This reach
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also continues to gain water in excess of the volume of water lost, which may be due
to upland runoff stored in the meadow soils rather than entering the stream. That
stored water is subsequently released slowly to the channel as the water table falls.
There is no corresponding increase in flow rates during baseflow conditions. While
the falling limb of the hydrograph in the beaver meadow reach is dominated by
these gains, the other forested reaches show diel fluctuations in water levels due to
transpiration by vegetation. This effect is primarily visible during the growing
season.
Examination of the difference in water discharge across a reach is an effective
analytical tool for assessing hydrologic response, and point discharge rates are
valuable in detecting diel fluctuations in streamflow. The fluctuations in this study
show strong local—rather than hillslope—controls, with different responses in
adjacent channel reaches. The influence of these mechanisms on flow paths and inchannel habitat require further study.
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5. SHORT COMMUNICATION : USING TEMPERATURE TO LOCATE F LOW PATH
ALTERATIONS IN BEAVER MEADOWS

5.1 Introduction
As part of the process of storing and releasing water, intact and breached beaver
dams generate changes in water flow paths. The surface water stored behind a dam
can change paths by flowing beneath the dam as hyporheic flow (White 1990; Briggs
et al. 2012), by flowing downgradient as groundwater (Lowry 1993), and by
entering riparian groundwater through vertical and horizontal hyporheic exchange
(Janzen and Westbrook 2011).
Documentation of the extent of this transition of flow paths is limited for intact
beaver dams. Janzen and Westbrook (2011) show that the water behind beaver
dams in a peatland primarily enters the riparian water table and, rather than
flowing along the strong hydraulic gradient to the channel downstream of the dams,
re-enters the channel laterally. Briggs et al. (2012) further document that surface
water enters the hyporheic zone in a patchy manner controlled by morphology,
proximity to the dam, and discharge. Water entry into the subsurface exceeds 1m/d
in the most favorable locations at their study site in a U.S. semiarid montane system.
Lowry (1993) shows that the groundwater recharge generated by beaver dams may
take up to three months to resurface in the downstream channel.
Although these studies are somewhat limited in scope, each providing a small
window into one of many possible flow paths, no study has yet been conducted
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about flow path alteration associated with failed beaver dams. This is in spite of the
fact that the beaver meadow may be the dominant feature in the pre-European river
network (Burchsted et al. 2010).
It is important to understand the nature and extent of these changes in flow paths.
The low oxygen concentration and high organic content of beaver ponds and
meadows result in highly altered biogeochemistry when compared with the freeflowing, forested condition (Naiman et al. 1994), such as increased rates of
denitrification (Groffman et al 2005). Understanding the extent to which surface
water changes flow paths to these reducing, organic-rich environments will help
determine the larger scale impact of these features on a river network.
Additionally, forcing surface flow through the hyporheic zone or through
groundwater will decrease the water’s temperature (Anderson 2005). Water
temperature is a key factor in survival of desired coldwater fish such as trout and
salmon (Salmonidae spp.). It is generally thought that beaver ponds raise water
temperature and, therefore, beaver ponds in warmer streams will decrease
coldwater fisheries (e.g., Müller-Schwarze and Sun 2003). However, the bulk of
studies conducted on the impact of beaver ponds on coldwater fisheries
demonstrate a benefit to those fisheries (c.f. Pollock et al. 2003). It may be that
changes in water flow paths associated with beaver ponds can moderate the
potentially negative impact of increased temperatures. Studying water flow paths
and temperature regimes in rivers colonized by beaver will aid in understanding
how coldwater fish could have survived in conjunction with beaver under the
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baseline condition. This understanding can be applied to modern-day management
of beaver dams in river networks with coldwater fisheries.
Use of heat to trace of water source, particularly of groundwater contribution, is a
powerful and recent addition to the tool box of determining water flow paths
(Anderson 2005). This method is further aided by recent innovations in fiber-optic
cable technology, which allows monitoring temperatures at dense time and space
intervals through Distributed Temperature Sensing (DTS: Selker et al. 2006). The
DTS system relies on measurements of backscatter of light pulses sent down the
fiber optic cable. Some of the backscatter is generated by energy that has been
absorbed and re-emitted. The emissions fall in two frequencies: the longer
wavelength Stokes backscatter—which has an amplitude independent of
temperature—and the shorter wavelength Anti-Stokes backscatter—which has an
amplitude that depends linearly on temperature. The ratio of the Stokes to
AntiStokes backscatter yields an estimate of temperature at a distance along the
cable determined by the timing of the backscatter (Selker et al. 2006). This
technology is being increasingly applied to studies of stream systems to locate and
quantify groundwater discharge and hyporheic exchange, including a recent study
at a beaver pond (Briggs et al. 2012).
This study utilizes fiber-optic DTS technology to both identify groundwater sources
along a stream reach colonized by beaver as well as to characterize the temperature
regime of the stream. I use this to test the hypothesis that intact and failed beaver
dams generate storage and release water, and that the resulting alteration of flow
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paths modifies the instream temperature regime. This is intended to improve
understanding of flow path modification by beaver dams as well as the impact of
beaver dams on coldwater fish through modification of instream temperature, This
study complements more straightforward hydrologic surface-water monitoring of
the same site (chapter 4). I conclude that both intact and failed beaver dams
generate transient storage and alter flow paths, which has the potential to generate
summer refugia for coldwater fisheries. I also conclude that the dense vegetation
associated with beaver meadows—in addition to forested canopies—decreases
instream water temperatures during the growing season.
5.2 Methods
In order to improve the spatial resolution of hydrologic monitoring of the study site
described in chapter 4, 400m of custom-made fiber optic cable were installed as
shown in Figure 5.1. The cable was constructed of two 50µm glass fibers encased in
a protective stainless steel tube and then armored with six 0.6mm stainless steel
cables to provide strength and flexibility and to particularly to resist chewing by
animals. These were jacketed in yellow polyethylene for visibility on the streambed,
and the jacket had meter marks printed on it. A turnaround was spliced at one the
end of the cable to connect the two strands. This allowed light to travel down one
cable and back the other, enabling comparison of temperature results in both
directions.
The cable was installed on the stream bed on July 22, 2010, and it was anchored in
place with cobbles. Water levels during this time were very low, with Palmer
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Drought Severity Index of -1.36 for this portion of Connecticut (US National Climatic
Data Center 2012) during the month of August. Several meters of cable at each end
were coiled and placed in a cooler full of ice. The temperature of the cable in the ice
baths along with air temperature at the beginning of the cable were used to
calibrate the readings. A SensorTran DTS 5100 collected temperature data every
0.5m along the cable at five minute intervals from July 29 through August 6, 2011.
The collected data were examined in R version 2.14.1 (R Core Team 2011).
Additional temperature data were collected by four onset water level loggers that
recorded 10-minute temperature data from August 2009 through March 2011.
Although limited to point measurements, these data provide much-needed data
beyond the two-week DTS study period. These data were imported into R for
further analysis. In order to compare the extent of daily temperature extremes
across the gauges, I calculated the daily temperature range for each gauge (∆Tgauge),
and these values were then normalized by the daily temperature at gauge sw1
(∆Tgauge / ∆Tsw1 ).
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Figure 5.1: Location of fiber optic cable for distributed temperature sensing along the
streambed
Note fiber-optic cable runs along watercourse
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5.3 Results and discussion
The DTS temperature data set is shown in Figure 5.2. A number of patterns appear
on inspection of these data. In general, the vertical bands that appear (e.g. Figure 5.2
(a) ), particularly in the section with distance greater than 332m, are due to sections
of cable exposed to air since the water levels were so low. These bands should be
ignored when examining the data.
The most basic pattern visible in the date are the general cycle of warming and
cooling as each day progresses, with an overall warming trend during the week. The
longitudinal profile along the stream is one of cooling. The base of a moderatelysized beaver dam, marked (e) in Figure 5.2, is the uppermost point on the cable and
has the hottest temperatures. With a few notable exceptions, temperature decreases
gradually downstream. The exceptions to the gradual decline in temperature
include the following:
•

the beaver pond just downstream of (d), where temperatures are both
buffered and slightly lag in comparison with the channel upstream and
downstream;

•

the scour pool downstream of the breached dam, marked (f), where
temperatures are cooler and lagged; and

•

the beaver meadow, with upstream and downstream limits marked (g),
where temperatures in the early afternoon are warmer but generally the
streambed temperature also declines as the channel moves downstream
through this section.
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Figure 5.2: Temperature time series along the fiber optic cable
White blocks mark where the cable was out of the water. Black vertical lines mark key physical
features. a—vertical bands show air temperature due to shallow water; b—onset of a
thunderstorm; c—break in data; d—tributary confluence; e—turnaround point for cable; f—
scour pool downstream of failed beaver dam; g—boundaries of open meadow vegetation.
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These data suggest the existence of “dead zones” of cooler water that provide
transient storage with longer residence times (Jin et al. 2009), which is associated
with hot spots of biogeochemical activity (e.g., Lees et al. 2000). Some of the
temperature buffering may also be due to increased water depth above the cable in
these locations. None of the features in this study appear to store heat relative to the
reach or to contribute to overall warming in the channel, although there are short
periods in which temperatures increase at the streambed in the meadow.
The onset of a thunderstorm, marked by (b) on, results in rapid mixing of water
temperature throughout the study reach with the exception of the tributary
confluence. It appears that this location was protected either laterally or vertically
from the flood wave that passed through. All the other dead zones of cold water in
the study reach were mixed quickly and thoroughly by the storm.
The mechanism for the general downstream cooling is unclear. Given that the
temperature of the air is greater than the cooled water (refer to the temperatures in
the vertical bands on Figure 5.2), this trend cannot be due to cooling from the air.
The first likely explanation for cooling would be the introduction of groundwater to
the surface channel. This can be tested by examining the longer-term temperature
records from the four surface water gauges (Figure 5.3). If groundwater inputs are
responsible for summertime cooling, there should be a corresponding warming
effect in winter. Instream temperatures in the fall should be similar across the
gauges as air and stream temperature approaches the relatively constant
temperature of the groundwater.
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Figure 5.3: Surface-water gauge temperatures
A—summer; B— leaf-off; C—late fall; D—ratio of daily temperature range for gauge versus sw1
for period spanned by A-C; all graphs from 2009.
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Instead, however, the point temperatures are roughly equivalent across the study
reach during the winter (Figure 5.3B). Additionally, there is no decrease in the
amount of cooling as the air temperature drops in the late summer. Rather, the
switch from cooling to equivalent temperatures occurs abruptly at approximately
the same time as leaf-off (Figure 5.3C and D).
Therefore, I conclude that subsurface pathways related to vegetation growth control
the instream temperature. This conclusion is supported by the review conducted by
Moore and others (2005), who show that stream temperatures rise in streams when
the surrounding forest is cut even if a riparian buffer is maintained. Although Moore
and others offer no mechanism for this effect, the literature on hydraulic
redistribution by vegetation is rich and may be applicable in this case. Hydraulic
redistribution occurs when trees or other vegetation such as grasses “lift” water
from deeper soils through their taproots; they then transfer this water to the
shallower soils trough their lateral roots during dark hours, and later access that
water during daytime for respiration needs (Lee et al. 2005). It may be that the
lateral roots in the riparian zone transfer this lifted water to the hyporheic zone,
which then exchanges with warm instream water and results in a net cooling of the
water. Given the importance of water temperature on instream habitat, this
potential mechanism deserves further study.
5.4 Conclusions
Fiber optic DTS is an effective tool for describing instream temperature patterns
and locating potential alteration of flow paths for future study. The data from this
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study further confirm past documented hyporheic flow beneath beaver dams (White
1990; Briggs et al. 2012) and in-channel dead zones behind beaver dams that
provides transient storage (Jin et al. 2009). This study also demonstrates the
importance of a failed beaver dam in generating a scour hole with a unique
temperature regime that can provide summer refugia for coldwater fish. The flow
paths in and water sources to the scour pool are unknown. Further study is required
both to better understand this scour pool as well as to determine whether a
generalization can be made regarding temperature and flow paths at these pools.
During the summer, instream temperature generally cools progressively
downstream as the water moves farther away from the large beaver ponds.
Although it is tempting to attribute this cooling to groundwater inputs, there should
be a corresponding warming trend in winter. No effect is visible during the cold
months, however, based on the long-term period of record at the point gauges.
Instead, there is a rapid shift from gradual downstream cooling to roughly equal
temperatures across the gauges concurrent with the onset of the dormant
vegetative season, suggesting that the cooling occurring in the stream is due to the
surrounding vegetation both in the meadow and under the forested canopy.
Hydraulic redistribution by vegetation, both grasses and trees, is a potential
mechanism to explain this cooling trend and further investigation is warranted.
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6. CONCLUSIONS , RECOMMENDATIONS AND F UTURE RESEARCH

6.1 Impact of beaver dams on channel hydrology and morphology
As discussed in chapter 2, beaver ponds and meadows are dominant components of
U.S. river systems prior to European colonization. These features occur in patches,
with relatively distinct boundaries and decoupled processes between patches.
Hierarchical patch dynamics provide a useful tool for conceptualizing these features
in the network and for generating testable hypotheses regarding the impact of
beaver dams on the river network.
A fundamental hypothesis that arises from the theoretical analysis is that channel
reaches modified by beaver dams have different shapes and sediment sizes. Chapter
3 shows the differences between these channel reaches and provides geomorphic
descriptions of channel reaches downstream of beaver dams. These reaches are
broken into two additional distinct classes: ones with secondary in-channel dams
and ones without. The distinct physical differences between channel types—
independent of channel gradient—strongly suggest differences in corresponding
processes.
Although some of the demonstrated physical differences between channel reach
types are obvious—particularly that beaver ponds are generally wider, have a wider
and shallower width:depth ratio, and have finer sediments than other channel
reaches—some observations and conclusions are much less obvious. In particular,
old beaver ponds appear to have active incision within them, with the channel
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incising into previously
impounded sediments

Figure 6.1: Embedded substrate immediately downstream of a
beaver dam
Fine-grained sediments (light brown) are eroded from the

and even into sediments

upstream pond, transported through the dam and deposited on

that predate the

top of the cobbles (dark brown) of the streambed below.

impoundment. Fine
material mobilized by this
incision can be seen on
the streambed
downstream of these
dams (Figure 6.1).
Beaver dams also create
channel forms that are
generally not otherwise possible. This includes scour pools generated by the
catastrophic failure of beaver dams—such as the pool described in chapter 5—that
can provide critical refuge for instream biota. These dams further create multiple
channel threads, a feature common also to log jams (e.g., Collins et al. 2002). In
formerly glaciated New England, where streambeds are formed on coarse melt-out
till and generally lack the stream power necessary to move that material, there is
little opportunity for channels to gain complexity of form. Beaver dams generate
that complexity by the simple creation of a barrier across the channel that forces the
water to find a new path around the barrier. This results in the multi-thread channel
form downstream of beaver dams. It can also result in entirely new channel paths.
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Without agents such as beavers and large trees, the channels in New England
otherwise remain “stuck” in place.
As discussed in chapter 4, beaver dams increase the complexity of hydrologic
response. In general, the key parameters that control the hydrologic budget of
beaver ponds and meadows are largely unknown. It may be that the number of
confounding site-specific factors would make a general model impossible. The most
appropriate generalization may be that beaver dams increase the complexity of the
hydrologic budget in comparison with a reference free-flowing condition. For
example: some dams increase baseflows through slow release of stored water to the
river channel, while others decrease baseflows through increased
evapotranspiration, diversion to riparian wetlands, or recharge of the groundwater
table. Overall, it could also be generalized that the net effect of beaver dams across
the river network is increased water availability when accounting for groundwater
and riparian water tables in addition to surface water.
In the case of the beaver meadow examined in chapter 4, the channel through the
meadow loses water during storm events. The transition from gain to loss of water
is controlled by water level. At water levels below a threshold—which presumably
correlates with the lowest bank elevation along the channel reach—the reach gains
water during and following storm events. Above the threshold, the channel loses
water. Some of the lost water is accounted for by gains in the downstream reach,
suggesting that water bypasses the channel through the beaver dam. Water flow
over or through the porous and highly organic material of the dam will be exposed
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to additional biogeochemical reaction sites that would not otherwise be available
during storms. This potential flow path is important for understanding nutrient and
pollutant transport through river networks during storms.
Some of the water lost from the beaver meadow channel does not reappear
downstream and, rather, appears to be stored and released laterally back to the
main channel in the meadow. Additionally, upland runoff that would enter the
channel also appears to be diverted by a long transition through the meadow. The
channel in the meadow gains runoff for days or—during leaf-off—weeks beyond the
peak of a storm event. Additional investigation is required to determine the extent
and nature of all these modifications to flow paths associated with the beaver
meadow.
The hydrologic and temperature data of chapters 4 and 5 strongly suggest that
vegetation influences flow paths as well. There are clear diel fluctuations in the
hydrologic data during recession from storms that match patterns of transpiration.
These fluctuations decrease following leaf-off. The temperature data show a similar
fluctuations that are lost entirely following leaf-off. In the case of the temperature
data, the signal is visible in the difference between the temperature of the water
draining the upstream beaver pond and the temperature of the most downstream
water after it has passed through the beaver meadow and a free-flowing, forested
reach.
As described in chapter 5, hydraulic redistribution may explain the in-channel
cooling of water during the growing season. In this case, I hypothesize that the
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lateral redistribution of water lifted up from deeper soils by tree and grass roots
(Lee et al. 2005) creates a relatively cold water source in the hyporheic zone that
can then exchange with instream water and cool it down. This mechanism explains
why the decrease in water temperature ends abruptly with leaf-off and water
temperatures are level throughout the study site during the vegetative dormant
season.
6.2 Beaver dam research needs
Beaver meadows are dominant features in river networks colonized by beavers and
they provide unique habitat, yet little research examines the physical processes that
shape these features. The data presented in chapters 4 and 5 provide the first
analysis of the hydrologic impacts of a beaver meadow. The conclusions reached in
this study are clearly site-specific, and additional studies are required to determine
whether generalizations can be made. Additionally, the geomorphic study presented
in chapter 3 does not address beaver meadows, which should be done in the future.
The unusual finding of loss of sediments from beaver ponds presented in chapter 3
also should be further studied. This sediment loss controls the shape of the resulting
channel in the old impoundment and modifies the streambed immediately
downstream of the dam. A second unusual geomorphic finding that requires followup is the presence of scour holes immediately downstream of failed beaver dams.
The scour hole examined in chapter 5 has unusual temperature characteristics that
could be highly beneficial for coldwater fish.
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Chapter 3 begins to describe the increased complexity of a river network colonized
by beavers. Additional understanding is required to address the creation of habitat
complexity and the restoration of imperiled habitats. In particular, the habitat
complexity found longitudinally along channels, laterally across valleys, and at
tributary confluences should be assessed at network scales.
The data presented in chapters 4 and 5 suggest a strong influence of riparian
vegetation on in-channel and riparian flow paths and on in-channel temperature.
Understanding these mechanisms will enhance our ability to restore and manage
riparian and instream habitat. That understanding can also enhance our
understanding of biogeochemical cycling, where alteration of flow paths can
increase sites for chemical reactions and increase contact time. Additionally, the
impounded sediment of beaver ponds and meadows is highly organic with high
concentrations of nutrients and fluctuating oxygen levels. The combination of these
factors creates hot spots of activity, which should be further studied.
Although the hydrologic studies presented here are site-specific, all of the studies
conducted to date are small scale. There is a great need to scale up to better assess
the impact of beaver dams on the hydrologic and sediment budgets of river
networks at large. This becomes particularly important when trying to set
restoration goals at a landscape perspective.
These future research needs discussed here are directly related to the studies
presented in chapters 3 through 5. Chapter 2, however, presents an entire suite of
testable hypotheses related to beaver dams and their impacts on processes
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important for river restoration. Some of the research not yet discussed but
important to note include the following:
•

the impact of beaver dams on nutrient cycling in the river network,

•

the impact of instream habitat patchiness on biotic assemblages,

•

resolution to the puzzle of how beaver dams can block fish passage, yet
anadromous fish and beavers were both plentiful at the time of European
colonization, and

•

resolution to the puzzle that beaver ponds have temperatures that are too
high for coldwater fish, yet the fish appear to benefit greatly from the
presence of beaver dams.

6.3 Recommendations for river restoration
In general, restoration efforts are focused on the “pre-disturbance” condition, which
is usually defined as prior to European settlement. During that time, however, the
landscape was already in flux due to the decimation of the Indians by earlier
introduced European disease. Prior to their destruction, the landscape was likely
highly managed by the Native Americans (c.f. Mann 2005). We have clues but
generally do not know the extent of their landscape management. Further
investigation shows that the Native Americans were also culturally in flux at similar
time scales. In the meantime, the landscape was also in flux from its recovery from
glaciation. It seems possible that there is no such thing as a baseline at all.
Nonetheless, there is no doubt that some modern-day modifications to the
landscape are outside of the range of conditions since, say, glaciation. The
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homogenization of in-channel barriers is an example of this modification, where
rivers since glaciation have likely always included frequent heterogeneous barriers.
We need to assess our current situation in the context of the historic range of
variability to determine sustainable management targets (Wohl 2011). Restoration
targets should be considered in this wider context, rather than fixating on a specific
reference condition or baseline.
Within a broader context, we can expect that discontinuities of various types have
been in river corridors over geologic time. If certain biological communities or
species are desired, it is reasonable to think that they are adapted to the conditions
generated by these natural discontinuities. Natural discontinuities included log jams
and beaver dams, landslides, debris flows, lava flows, landslides, glacial and fluvial
deposits, bedrock faults, and headcuts generated by uplift or sea level fall. At shorter
time scales, Native Americans constructed temporary barriers such as fishing weirs.
The extent of their modification of natural discontinuities is not known; presumably,
they altered those barriers as well for navigation, fishing, and other purposes.
To set a baseline for river restoration, it is necessary to compare the functions of
human-generated discontinuities with natural ones. Functions to examine include
those generated during active blockage of the channel as well as those generated
during failure and following failure. The functions of an intact natural dam are
somewhat comparable to a human dam in terms of slowed water velocity, decreased
gradient and sediment size, accumulated sediment, etc. In general, natural
discontinuities are longer than human ones in the direction of water flow. They are
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usually less substantial, with flow frequently traveling through the substrate rather
than over it. In addition to being leaky, natural discontinuities are heterogeneous
across the channel, setting a variable water level behind the barrier that creates
heterogeneity of habitat in the impoundment. This heterogeneity in the structure
also leads to multiple hydrologic flow paths and storm responses. Unlike the human
analogs, smaller natural dams often do not block the entire river valley, which forces
the river to bypass the barrier and create a multi-thread channel downstream.
The differences between human and natural dams can be greater when considering
the failure of these dams. Catastrophic dam failure may be a regular occurrence,
particularly on geologic time scales. When even a small dam fails during a flood, it
generates a flood wave that scours the channel immediately downstream of the
dam. That flood wave is a powerful force in generating and modifying channel shape
(Butler and Malanson 2005). Considering that the majority of beaver dams fail
within a decade of construction (Fryxell 2001), the baseline may include frequent,
stochastic channel-shaping floods far in excess of the number predicted by modern
climate-based hydrology.
Processes that require comparison between natural and human dams include water
and sediment transport and nutrient cycling. It also includes a comparison of the
scale of impact and resulting heterogeneity of a river network. Once these
comparisons are better understood, river managers can look for opportunities to
mimic the functions of naturals dams where they are lacking and where they cannot
be restored outright. These types of restoration activities might include:
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•

creation of a continuum of river segments in addition to purely freeflowing or impounded ones, particularly by creating a meadow-like
sediment following dam removal,

•

allowing sediment transport in river systems, rather than actively
preventing it in nearly all cases,

•

the addition of “leakiness” to existing water-tight discontinuities or
creation of new leaky barriers, and

•

generation of artificial scour holes through excavation where release
of a natural flood is unacceptable by others.

Overall, discontinuities exert influence over river function, including those of
particular importance to people. Although we are currently spending billions of
dollars to restore our river systems, we have overlooked natural discontinuities as a
part of the baseline condition. An improved understanding of the behavior and
functions of natural dams will certainly enhance our ability to manage and restore
rivers.
6.4 Future research: fluvial discontinuities
6.4.1 Definitions
As noted in chapter 2, beaver dams are one of many types of fluvial discontinuities
that modify local base level and generate barriers to water and sediment transport
(Mackin 1948). In general, these discontinuities alter the longitudinal flux of water
and sediment by storing, releasing, or changing the flow path of those materials,
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depending on the flow conditions. They disrupt a river’s progression toward a
graded system (sensu Gilbert 1877) and delay rates of river incision in rapidly
changing landscapes. They create longitudinal and lateral heterogeneity of form and
sediment distribution, as shown in chapter 3, which generates heterogeneity of
habitat types within a river network. Further, as shown in chapter 4, they store and
release water, modify flow paths across and along the river corridor, and modify
temperature regimes. In addition to these local impacts, discontinuities also have
the potential to affect continental scale processes such as incision rates associated
with tectonic uplift (Ouimet et al. 2007).
Discontinuities can be generated by living, dead, and non-living material and agents.
The ones generated by non-living materials and agents are referred to here as
abiotic discontinuities. These types span a wide range of spatial and temporal scales.
At the smallest scale, they include features such as riffles that are comprised of
coarse sediment and shaped by fluvial processes. Examples of abiotic discontinuities
at the largest scale include major ice and glacial sediment dams, lava dams, and
long-term tectonic uplift . Biotic discontinuities, on the other hand, are those formed
by living or dead material or by living agents. Beaver dams, wood jams, and
“livewood” barriers (sensu Opperman et al. 2008) are all examples of biotic
discontinuities. In comparison with the abiotic version, these are all found at the
smaller scales. As discussed below, the sum effect of these smaller-scale
discontinuities may be equally significant to the larger-scale ones.
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6.4.2 Classification
Given the importance of discontinuities for river form and function, assessment of
their impact will provide key understanding for river managers. The first step
toward assessment is classification (Schumm 1985). This section presents a
preliminary scheme for classification of river networks that incorporates the level of
impact of discontinuities depending on their spatial and temporal scale, their spatial
and temporal frequency of occurrence, and their longevity.
Preliminary classification schemes for discontinuities generated by beaver dams are
presented in earlier chapters in Figure 2.5 and Figure 3.9. Those figures are
organized according to free-flowing, impounded, and incising channel segments,
which correspond roughly with the graded, aggrading, and ungraded classes
distinguished by Mackin (1948). As noted in chapter 3, the graded class defined by
Mackin has been highly refined by continued research (e.g., Schumm 1993; Nanson
and Knighton 1996; Montgomery and Buffington 1997). In contrast, the ungraded
and aggrading classes remain largely unrefined, although exceptions to the graded
class are provided to some degree in the existing schemes. These classification
schemes can and should be refined to allow for impacts generated by instream
discontinuities across scales. A preliminary classification scheme that addresses
discontinuities across scales is shown in Table 6.1.
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In general, the nature of impact would depend in large part on the nature of the
discontinuity. Although it seems clear that large-scale discontinuities can
significantly modify a landscape, these features also tend to be rare. On the other
hand, small-scale discontinuities are extremely frequent and may have a cumulative
impact that rivals those of the largest-scale features. Therefore, determination of the
impact of discontinuities requires an understanding of their spatial scale and
recurrence interval. Figure 6.2 shows a hypothesized relationship for these
parameters for several types of discontinuities. Although the smaller scale features
are easy to discount based on temporal and spatial scale, they are frequent both in
space and time (Figure 6.2B), which has the potential to compensate for the small
size when affecting large-scale landscapes. Longevity would also be a key parameter
in determining a discontinuous feature’s impact, where longevity and recurrence
interval of landslides determine their impact on incision rate (Ouimet et al. 2007).

Figure 6.2: Hypothesized relationships between (A) spatial vs. temporal extent of impact and (B)
scale of impact vs. frequency
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3

Network
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6

Graded segments (limited discontinuity)
Aggrading segments (discontinuity in place at the segment downstream limit)
Ungraded segments (breached discontinuity in place at base of segment)

•
•
•

Classify according to the following categories:

Extent of network discontinuity depends on the types, longevity, and recurrence of discontinuities

features (e.g. dams forming the largest glacial lakes)

at this scale; otherwise local base level modifications have little application at this scale except for the largest-scale

Existing models of base level (e.g., Ouimet et al. 2009)—including effects of discontinuities on incision rates—apply

Continental

5

Classification

Scale

Table 6.1: Proposed classification of discontinuities across scales
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The cumulative result of various types of discontinuities, incorporating the
differences in frequency and spatial extent, can be compared across stream profiles,
as shown in Figure 6.3A. The key question to determine is whether the cumulative
impacts of the small-scale features are sufficient to rival those of the large-scale
ones. This question can be evaluated for channel gradient, as conceptualized in
Figure 6.3A, as well as other parameters such as channel width, depth, velocity, and
sediment size. The impact of discontinuities on those other channel parameters
might depend on the scale of the discontinuity. I would hypothesize, for example,
that small-scale discontinuities generate high variability in headwaters but lose
their effectiveness at higher stream orders (e.g., Figure 6.3B). Large-impact
discontinuities, on the other hand, would create few patches, and the resulting
patchiness would be visible only at large scales.
These tools for classification and hypotheses can guide future research in fluvial
geomorphology. Given the emphasis on the free-flowing channel in river restoration
Figure 6.3: Hypothetical impacts of different discontinuities
A—comparison of different discontinuity types on a stream profile; B—hypothesized impact of a
small-scale discontinuity on variability along a channel.
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and management, understanding the way in which natural barriers affect streams is
critically needed. This type of research can help improve our understanding and
management of river systems across the U.S. and the world.
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